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• • . The Beginning 
. . . the beginning of another school year brought the 
pains, frustrations, agonies, and heartburn of another 
registration, but there was some time left to move newly 
acquired books into their home and lay in the sun to 
anticipate the coming year. . . 
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· . . The Falling 
Leaves 
· . . the colorful leaves of the trees 
ushered in the autumn season as 
each student looked for one more 
good day before winter ... 
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· . . ecology and economy was the thing for 1973 when 
the bicycle rage hit its peak on campus, but there were 
still a few faithful polluters who insisted on driving their 
cars and ruining their budgets with gas bills. . . 
. . . Ecology And 
. EconolTIY - Bikes 
1l 
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· . . Golden Anniversary Homecoming was the biggest 
and best as many hours went into the planning of the 
long weekend, with concerts, dinners, parades, dorm dec-
orations, and the crowning of Miss Kathy Parkes as the 
1972 Morehead State University Homecoming Queen 
· . . GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY 
HOMECOMING 




. . . vote and express your-
self with the election of your 
favorite University Senator 
• • . Vote! 
. . . fall when it's wet is a long walk 
to the dorm, but when it's dry, fall 
can be a game in the leaves ... 








· . . Active 
Greek Games 
For Fall 
active Greek games for 
fall included a Lambda Chi 
Alpha watermelon bust and 
decaedron as well as the tradi-
tional Delta Gamma Carnival 
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. . . music for everyone mayor may not have suited your 
taste, but the variety of entertainment was abundant. . . 




· . . S.G.A. Entertainlllent 
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. .. Ann B. Davis 
appeared with the drama 
department in the prod· 
uction of "The Match· 
maker" which was one of 
the two fall productions 
that also included "Bell, 
Book, and Candle". . . 
. . . Ann B. Davis 
Appears With 
Dratna Production 
· . . M.S.U. Theatre 
Presents A Bright 
F all Season . 
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... a variety of drama included the plays, "The Match-
maker", "Bell, Book, and Candle", and "Mirror Man" ... 





. . . the winter of 73 wasn't one to be remem-
bered because it wasn't much of a winter, even 
the Christmas decorating was hampered by a lack 
of snow ... 
• • . The Winter 
Of'73 
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. . . the bookstore advenure is something 
that only the average coll~e student could 
appreciate with the zoo of signs, gifts, books, 
knowle dge, gadgets, and exploration that 





· . . The Bookstore Adventure 
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. . . what sign? Officer are you 
sure this isn't zone 2, or did 
you see the wrong sign? . . 
31 
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... ROTC presents the military ball with all its pomp 
and ceremony including the crowning of Miss Kathy 
Applegate as the new Military Ball Queen. . . 













. S.G.A. In 
Spring 
• • 
... the S.G.A. continued to bring free 
entertainment to the student body during 
the spring semester with the appearance 








. . . if it was the good old days that you were look-
ing for, the Lettermen provided the harmony along 
with some variations of today's hits in their own 
unique style . . . 
Badfinger 
. . . Badfinger provided a change of pace with the fast 
pounding beat of rock, sometimes hard rock, but agreeably 










... "Send Me No Flowers" concluded the year of drama 
department's productions, which included a year of excel-






. . . Spring, that long awaited event, finally arrived as 
student minds envisioned hours in the sun, a quick trip 
to the lake, a few rounds on the golf course, and, of 




. I'Ill In 
The What? 
• • 
... R.O.T.C. is a very real part of campus 
life for some and yet far removed from the 
minds of most male students. . . 
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. . . Florida or ? was a question posed by a multitude of 
students this spring a's the traditional migration to the 





• • . Student 
Nurses 
. . . student nurses were new to the campus 
of Morehead this year as the nursing pro-
gram became a full swing operation, but 
their white legs and starched caps were a 
welcomed addition to the scenery. . . 
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· . . student teaching is an expenence that 
will live with everyone in the teacher educa-
tion department as a phase of life that will 
-
make you, or break your back. . . 
· . . Student 
Teaching! 
53 
• • . S.G.A . 
Elections 
---
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... wow, what an election campaIgn by 
both candidates, Denny Warford and Frank 
DeBourbon, as they initiated extravagan t 
and sometimes far·out tactics to recruit 




Miss Kathy Kearns, a Worthington junior, has been selected as the 1973 
Miss Raconteur. The selection was made by a Raconteur committee after 
the list of nominees was narrowed to five finalists. Miss Kearns is a 
R.O.T.C. sponsor, a member of Delta Gamma, a homecoming court memo 
ber, and a little sister for CK fraternity. The finalists also included Miss 


















Marsha Griffith, a junior from Greenup, was crowned Miss More-
head State University of 1973. 
She was selected from 30 coeds in the sixth annual scholarship 
pageant, sponsored by MSU's Interfraternity and Panhellenic coun-
cils. 
Miss Griffith was crowned by last year's Miss MSU, the former 
Nancye Chandler of Pineville. 
Named first runner-up was Rhonda Cooper. Second runner-up 
was Dyan Kellogg, third runner-up was Debbie Criswell, and fourth 
runner-up was Linda Kabage. 




Talent, Poise, Beauty At M.S.U. 
62 
iss M.S.U. - Marsha Griffith 
63 
A happy graduate receives his degree. 
• 
64 
• • M.S.U . 
Graduates 
995 
(Right) A smile tells the story of four years of work. 
Lt. Governor Julian M. Carroll addresses the graduates. 
· .. a smile, a hug to an ex-roommate, a kiss from your rel-
atives, a hand-shake from your favorite professor, and a 
quick exit were all a part of graduation day. . . 






GIF! OF LOVE - President Doran accepts the keys to a 1973-model automobile 
presented as "a gift of love" by alumni and other friends of MSU_ At left is George 
Cline, local attorney and emcee for the "Morehead Salutes MSU" banquet In the cen-
ter is Fola Hayes of Nashville, former alumni president, who presented the keys. 
FRIENDS AND LEADERS - President Doran greets Lt Gov. Julian Carroll during 
a basketball game. Dr. Doran later interviewed him on the first telecast of the OVC 
CRUTCHES UNANIMOUS - Crutches and ·casts became fashionable in high places 
at Morehead State University. President Adron Doran compared his broken foot with 
the badly sprained ankle of Ron Nicholson, the 6-8 center on MSU's basketball team. 
Game of the Week. 
President Doran Receives Third 
"Distinguished Alumnus Award" 
" COACH" AND COMMENTATOR - President 
Doran is interviewed by national sportscaster lack 
Drees as the " OVC Game of the Week" started with a 
basketball telecast from Wetherby Gymnasium. 
The 1972-73 school year marked the 
19th at MSU for President and Mrs. Adron 
Doran and, like the other 18, it was a year 
of progress and growth for the University 
and hard work and dedication for the First 
Family. 
President Doran had bad luck and good 
luck during the year. The bad came in Jan-
uary when he suffered a broken foot. But 
good luck was in abundance as he received 
his third "Distinguished Alumnus Award" 
(this one from Freed-Hardeman College) 
and a gift Cadillac (from alumni and other 
friends) as the Golden Anniversary Cele-
bration drew to a close. 
Dr. Doran's concern for student welfare 
took him to Washington in March to appear 
before congressional committees to plead 
for increased student financial aid. Presi-
dent Doran also served as president of the 
Ohio Valley Conference and helped develop 
the OVC's basketball television network. 
It was also a banner year for Mrs. Doran 
as her Personal Development Institute con-
tinued to win friends for MSU both on and 
off campus. Mrs. Doran's leadership quali-
ties were recognized elsewhere when she 
was named to the Board of Trustees of Pike-
ville College and picked to head what later 
became the most successful fund drive for 
Girl Scouting in Kentucky. 
As the year ended, Mrs. Doran was 
selected for inclusion in the 1974-75 edi-
tion of "Who's Who of American Women." 
She joined about 20,000 individuals chosen 
as "the most eminent women in current 
world affairs." 
CAMPUS SCENES ON SALE - Morehead State Uni· 
versity President Adron Doran, left, inspects one of 
the four water·color paintings in the "Golden Anniver· 
sary Campus Scenes" being sold by the MSU Alumni 
Association. At right is Douglas Adams, assistant pro· 





Dr. Paul Ford Davis 
Vice-President 
The Bureau of Academic Affairs deals 
with those phases of a university that stu-
dents often think of when considering 
higher education: the teaching and learning 
processes, the retention of records, the 
never-ceasing grades, admissions, libraries 
Dr. Gene Scholes 
Assistant to the President 
Dr. Morris K. Caudill 
Dean of Undergraduate Programs 
Dr. John R. Duncan 
Dean of Graduate Programs 
\ 
Jerry Franklin, Registrar, and Stephen Wright, Associate Registrar 
71 
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Morehead State University's Administration Building, which houses those concerned in the Bureau of Academic Affairs, was named to honor 
two Board of Regents members: Jerry Howell of Jackson and Cloyd McDowell of Harlan. The structure is now known as the Jerry Howell·Cloyd 
McDowell Administration Building. 
Bill Bradford 
Acting Director of Admissions 
Donald Tackett 
Director of Upward Bound 
Roland Burns 




Roger L. Wilson 
Vice-President 
Next to classes, the phase of the Univer-
sity that mos t involv es s tud e nts is the 
Bureau of Student Affairs_ It is this bureau 
that determines housing, gives a 'yes' or 
'no' to financial aid, sees to the health facil-
ities and campus security_ The Bureau also 
oversees the running of the Adron Doran 
University Center and provides a helping 
hand to student organizations_ 
Buford Crager 
Dean of Students 
Anna Mae Riggle 
Associate Dean of Students 
Mary Keys Russell 
Associate Dean of Students 
--_ ..... 
Ronald L. Walke 
Associate Dean of Students 
Jack Henson 
Director of Adron Doran University Center 
Wilma Caudill 




Director of Housing 
Langston Smith 
Assistant Director of Housing 
Madonna Badgett 
Assistant Director Women's Housing 
Elmer Anderson 
Director of Financial Aid 
Jim Milich 
Director of Concessions and 
Special Services to Students 
Russell Kirk 
Director of Security 
Sherman Arnett 
Assistant Director of Financial Aid 
University Affairs 
Dr. Ray Hornback, Vice-President 
78 
The image of Morehead State University 
that people see is a result of the coordina-
tion of the many facets of the Bureau of 
University Affairs. All public relations 
work is handled by this Bureau, including 
publications and printing_ Sports informa-
tion and student recruitment are also han-
dled by this Bureau as well as Alumni Rela-
tions with more than 15,000 graduates of 
MSU. 
Charles Myers, Director of 
Sclwol Relations 
Dr. Harry Mayhew 
Director of University Services 
Carol Holt 
Don Young Placement Center Secretary 




Director of Printing 
Keith Kappes 
Director of Public Infonnation 
Emmett Rogers 
Director of Publications 
Gene Murray 
Associate Director of Public Information 
George Burgess 








All of Morehead State University's finan-
cial matters are handled by the Bureau of 
Fiscal Affairs_ This Bureau keeps a close 
check on all spending_ Postal and food ser-
vices, transportation, and operation of the 
physical plant are also managed by this 
Bureau_ 
Vinson Watts 
Director of Non-Academic 
Personnel 
Robert Stokes 
Director 0/ Purchasing 
William Ewers 
Director 0/ Food Seroices 
William Mahaney 
Director 0/ Data Processing 
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Glen Boodry 
Director of Physical Plant 
John Collis 
Manager of University Store 
84 
Michael Keller 





PROUD TEACHER - Mrs. Doran poses with Peggy 
Harrell , "Miss Kentucky Teenager of 1972" and a 
product of MSU's Personal Development Institute. 
PDT was founded by Mrs. Doran in 1969. 
DOLL EXHIBIT - Mrs. Doran and Mrs. Doris Wells, 
president of the MSU Woman's Club, inspect the doll 
which represents Mrs. Doran in the special "First 
Ladies of MSU" display at the library. The display was 
developed as part of the Golden Anniversary Celebra· 
tion. 
FIRST FAMILY - President and Mrs. Doran wave to 
well wishers during the highly·successful Golden 
Anniversary Homecoming. They are riding in a 1966-




Research And Development 
Donald Holloway 
Dr. Morris L. Norfleet 
Vice· President 
Director of Institute of Public Broadcasting 
The Primary objective of the Bureau of 
Research and Development is to oversee 
institutional research. Funding of univer· 
sity programs and projects is primarily fed· 
era l and the Bureau is concerned with 
obtaining these funds. 
Mrs. Carole Morella 
Administrative Assistant to the Vice President 
fo r Research and Development 
Mr. George Eyster 
Executive Director of Appalachian 
Adult Education Center 
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School Of Applied Sciences 
And Technology 
Dr. Charles F. Ward, Dean 
In keeping with the tradition of growth 
,and expansion at MSU, the School of 
Applied Sciences and Technology has 
greatly enlarged its facilities. During the 
past five years, the purchase of a 200·acre 
university farm has provided the agricul. 
ture students with valuable laboratory expe· 
riences and also operates programs in beef, 
swine, egg, greenhouse, tobacco, and small 
grain production. 
During the 1973 school year, construc· 
tion took place on the $3.4 million Appala· 
chian Technical Institute. Expected to open 
in the fall of 1973, the Institute will playa 
major role in providing future manpower 
needs. Programs for this fall include two· 
year curricula in Coal Mining Technology, 
Construction Technology, Hotel Motel 
Management, Electrical Technology, Radio· 
logical Technology, and Welding Technol· 
ogy. 
Dr. Joe Bendixen 
Dr. Charles M. Derrickson 
Head of the Department 
Dr. G. Douglas Minion Kenny L. Wade 
Agricul ture 









Patty Rai Smith 
Dr. Betty Bailey 
Head of the Department 
Dr. Norman Roberts 
Head of the Depa.rtment 
Industrial Education 










School Of Business And 
Economics 
Dr. Thomas C. Morrison, Dean 
The School of Business and Eco· 
nomics was created in July, 1971, by 
a merger between the Division of 
Business in the School of Applied 
Sciences and Technology and the 
Department of Economics in the 
School of Social Science. The objec· 
tive of this merger was to give greater 
emphasis to business· related subject 
areas. Enrollment in this school is 
expected to increase relative to other 
parts of the Univers,ity. This will be 
due mostly to the greater opportuni· 
ties for employment in business and 
industry. Starting in the fall of 1973, 
the School will offer a master's In 
Business Administration. 
--
Dr. Robert C. Hill 
Head 0/ the Department 
Gerald Grinnell 








Anna M. Burford 
Jack Henson 
Ernest Hinson 





Dr. James Smiley 
Dr. George Montgomery 
Head of the Department 
Dr. Eugene Marlin 
Head of the Department 
Business Administration 
Edward 1. Flynn 
William 1. Moore 
Billy R. Kirkland 
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School Of Education 
Housed in the Lyman B. Ginger building, the School of Education has undergone many extensive 
changes in the last five years. Since quality instruction has always been a goal of the University as a whole, 
the School of Education has initiated master's programs in Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 
Adult and Continuing Education, and also implemented the Education Specialists Degree program. New 
programs include a preparation program for school finance offices, and the completion of planning for the 
Ed. S. Degree in Education. 
Bringing educational opportunities to the surrounding region was accomplished by teaching an 
increased number of graduate courses on the University's extended campus. Through this program the 
enrollment of graduate students has greatly increased. Future plans include a movement to integrate the 
in-service preparation of teachers with graduate study, and more graduate classes will be taught partially in 
the laboratories of the region's public schools. 
Dr. James H. Powell, Dean 
Dr. Charles Riddle 
Head 0/ the Department 
Dr. Ben Patton 
Higher Education 
Dr. Charles F. Martin 
Head 0/ the Department 
Dr. Palmer Hall 
Director 0/ Graduate Study 








Dr. William Hampton 
Dr. Layla Sabie 
Randall Wells 
Dr. Leonard Burkett 
Octavia Graves 
Dr. Mary Northcutt 
Head of the Department 
Dr. Isabel Baker 
Dr. Robert Needham 
Head of the Department 
Secondary Education 
Dr. Reedus Back 
Dr. Leslie Figa 
Dr. Lawrence Griesinger 
Elaine Kirk 
Dr. R. Don Miller 
Dr. Edward Miller 
Dr. Billy Moore 
Dr. Clark Wotherspoon 
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Health, Physical Education, 
And Recreation 
Dr. Daniel Atha 
Jack Black 
Laradean Brown 
Jo Ann Campbell 





Health, Physical Education, 
And Recreation 
Dr. Paul Raines 























Dr. Bradley Clough 
Head 0/ the Department 
Dr. Harold Rose 
Director 
Dr. John Payne 
Head of the Department 
Harry Gilbert 
Dr. Norman Tant 





And Library Science 
Sara Reser 
William Rosenberg 














School Of Humanities 
Dr. Johnson E. Duncan, Dean 
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The School of Humanities has perceived 
its role to be the education of students who 
come to the campus to enroll in specific 
degree programs. While this will remain a 
prime responsibility of the School, a much 
wider responsibility and opportunity in 
expanding its offerings to all of the region 
which the University serves is recognized 
by the School. One of the future prime 
objectives of the School is that of constant 
evaluation of programs in order that such 
programs may be made compatible with the 
needs of society. 
The current academic year has see n 
many changes in the School. Mr. Gene 
Pyle, a highly successful photographic art· 
ist, was appointed to the art faculty. The 
third floor of the Claypool·Young Art 
Building is being remodeled into a photog-
raphy lab. An area of concentration in com-
munications was adopted this year to allow 
a developmen t of skills in all of the fields of 
communication. The University Orchestra 
has a new practice facility in Baird Music 
Hall. Progressive changes have taken place 
in all of the departments in the School of 
Humanities during the year. 
Dr. Bill R. Booth 











COllllll unica tions 
Lance Brockman 






Dr. James Quisenberry 
Julia Webb 
Dr. Frederick Voight 
Head of the Department 
Dr. Franklin M. Mangrum 








Glen na Campbell 
Joyce B. Chaney 
Dr. Robert Charles 
Head of the Department 






Dr. Olga Mourino 
Dr. Rose Orlich 
Essie Payne 
Dr. Charles Pelfrey 
Dr. Adolfo Ruiz 















Dr. Glenn Fulbright 






Dr. Frederick Mueller 
Robert Pritchard 
John Stetler 
School Of Sciences And 
Mathematics 
Dr. Charles A. Pay ne, Dean 
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The installation of a Scanning Electron. 
Microscope, a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Spec trome te r, a nd Wa ng Computer s has 
enabled the School of Sciences and Mathe-
matics to offer advanced courses and better 
se rvi ces to scie nce and non-sc ie nce s tu-
dents. Growth in the past five years for th e 
School has included an addition to Lappin 
Hall to increase the fl oor space to 100,000 
square feet. Fifty percent of the School 's 
faculty hold earned doctorate degrees com-
pared with 28 percent only five years ago. 
Of prime concern to the School of Sci-
ences and Mathematics is the promotion of 
the intellectual development of students by 
helping them to understand the basic laws 
of nature that govern the whole material 
universe and the relationship of science to 




Dr. Ben Flora, Jr. 
Johnnie Fryman 
Dr. Charles Hammons 
Dr. Glenn Johnston 
Charlie Jones 










'd Brumagen , 





Dr. Ted Pass, II 
Biology 
Dr. Madison Pryor 






Dr. Lamar Payne 
Toney Phi ll ips 
Geoscience 
Dr. Jules DuBar 
Head of the Department 
Dr. Verne Simon 
Head of the Department 
David Hylbert 
Dr. John Philley 
~ 
- ~ 
Dr. Russell Brengelman 
Head of the Department 
Maurice Esham 
Dr. Ronald Fiel 
Physics 
Dr. David Cutts 
Dr. Charles Whidden 
Science Education 
Dr. William Falls 
Head of the Department 
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School Of Social Sciences 
Dr. Roscoe Playforth, Dean 
The School of Social Sciences is located 
in Rader Hall, th e oldest building on ca m-
pus_ This building was renovated in 1970 
and is now the most modern faci lity on 
campus. The faculty of this School (56% 
hold Ph.D. degrees) have become actively 
engaged in research and publication. 
During the 1973 academic year, an A.B. 
program in Social Welfare and a M.A. pro-
gram in Sociology were adopted. New pro-
grams for the future include an undergrad-
uate program in Corrections, a M.A. In 
Political Science and also in Geograp hy. 
John Gartin 
Head of the Department 
Dr. William T. Clark 
---
Dr. Gary C. Cox 







Dr. Bizzel talks with hi s three intern students who a re 
spending the semester working in Frankfort as part of 
an internship program with the state. 
Thomas Cutshaw 
Kenneth Hoffman 
Dr. William Huang 
George T. Young 
Dr. Jack E. Bizzel 
Head of the Department 
Gary S. Cox 
Dr. Alban Wheeler 
Head of the Department 
Hubert Crawford 
Lola Crosthwaite 
John W. Oakley 
Margaret Patton 
Sociology 
Dr. Richard Reser 





Dr. John Hanrahan 
Charles Holt 
Dr. Broadus Jackson 
Dr. John Kl eber 
D Perry LeRoy 
Dr. Paul Randolph r. 
D Edmund Hicks 
r. 1 h Department Heado t e 
-
Dr. Stuart Sprague 





Johnson Call1den Library 
Juanita Ha ll 
Myrtle Jackson 
Michael Ki llian 
Claude E. Meade 
Dial Access Center 
Attendant 
Faye Belcher 






Wi ll iam Carter 
Margaret Davis 
Cha rl otte Engelhardt 
Dr. Jack Ellis 
Director 0/ Libraries 
Roberta Meade 











COL Arthur Kelly 
Professor of Military Science 
CPT Don Bovais CPT William Grogan SFC Robert Hendrick CPT Harold Overbaugh 
128 
Mili tary Science 
SGM Isidoro Santiago 
CfYf John Viti toe 
MAJ Benjamin Waller 





Eagles Lose Opening 
The Eagles opened the season against Xavier with a poor showing 
on offense and defense which resulted in a 26-7 loss. Morehead did 
score first, however, as sophomore Jimmy Johnson dove over from 
the one yard line with the scoring play after two Xavier penalties 
totaling 78 yards. 
The third period found the Eagles trailing 14-7, but the offen-
sively poor Eagles missed two scoring chances within five minutes on 
a fumble and what Head Coach Roy Terry termed "a bad call on my 
part." Xavier then scored twice in the last period to make the final 
score 26-7. 
Freshman linebacker, Rick Fox, was named the game's outstand-
ing player. Coming in early in the second quarter to replace an 
injured player, he made eleven tackles. Senior linebacker, Ken Hass, 
who had eleven tackles and three assists was named the best defen-
sive player and junior guard, Chuck Steiner, was picked as the best 
offensive player. 
The loss can be partly attributed to a young defense and a veteran 
offense that couldn't produce. "Hopefully, we'll get better with age," 
commented Coach Terry. 
Defensive inexperience also lost the next game, however, as Mar-
shall downed Morehead 27-24 for the Eagle's second defeat in as 
many games. "Both of their touchdown passes and a long gainer late 
in the game were successful because of inexperience on defense, " 
explained Coach Terry. 
With less than four minutes to play, Morehead was leading 24-20, 
when Marshall's Ned Burks broke for 53 yards to carry the ball to 
the Eagle 19. Three plays later Marshall made the score 27-24. 
Substitute quarterback Lou Mains tried twice to bring Morehead 
back, but on the first drive Jimmy Johnson was stopped inches short 
of a first down and the last try was a desperation pass which resulted 
in an interception. 
Marshall also won the total yardage battle with 409 yards to the 
Eagles' 329. Mains hit on eight of 19 passes for 101 yards and a 
touchdown that came on a 24-yard throw to flanker Mark Altenbur-
ger. Jimmy Johnson scored on runs of six and eight yards and had a 
total of 114 yards rushing, while fullback Bill Cason had 74 yards in 
17 carries. 
Kirk Andrews kicked four extra points and a 42-yard field goal to 
tie his school record. Senior tackle, Ray Mulroy, was the top defen-
sive player with eight tackles and four assists. 
Head Coach Roy Terry shows some of his feelings after his team 's first loss. 
Defensive Eagles try to restrain the efforts of the Xavier offense. 
(Left) Running back Frank lones heads for pay dirt. 
133 
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Morehead's third game produced the highest scoring deadlock in Ohio 
Valley Con ference history as Morehead and Middle Tennessee battled to a 
35·35 tie. The Eagles' young defense was again overrun, but the veteran 
offense rallied for 14 points in the final four minutes to produce the tie. 
Morehead lost a 21·7 halftime lead as Middle Tennessee erupted for four 
touchdowns in the second half to take a 35·21 lead. The first of Morehead's 
comeback touchdowns came when junior tailback Doug McCray scored on a 
16 ya rd pass from Dave Schaetzke. McCray dived one ya rd for the second 
touchdown with 1:02 remaining in the game. A 74-yard pass from Schaetzke 
to Vic Wharton and a 14·yard run by Schaetzke set up McCray's second 
touchdown. Trying to run for the conversion, Schaetzke was tackled causing 
him to fumbl e the ball into the end zone where McCray fell on it to give the 
Eagles two points and a tie. The tie was preserved and Middle Tennessee 
missed a 29·yard field goal on the last play of the game. 
Senior cornerback Ernie Triplett was named MSU's top defensive player. 
Triplett returned an interception back 38 yards for a touchdown and 
recovered a fum ble which led to another score. The outstanding lineman on 
offensive was junior center Nick Nighswander who won the award for the 
second week in a row. Wharton, who caught th ree passes for 103 yards 
including a 39·yard touchdown pass, was named the most valuable player of 
the game. 
Morehead went into the game with Murray still looking for their first win 
and came out the victors 27·24. They still lost, however, as sophomore tail· 
back Jimmy Johnson, the squad 's top rusher and scorer, and senior offen· 
sive guard Ray Newsome, a key reserve, came out with shoulder injuries that 
would sideline them for the rest of the season. " It was a rough, bruis ing con· 
test and we were a much better football team than in our fi rs t th ree games," 
Terry said of the win, his first as a college head coach. " However, the new 
injuries made our depth situation even more critical. " 
With Morehead tra iling 24-20 late in the game, second·string fullback 
Roger Reese came into the game and carrying the ball fo r the first time over 
at Morehead, he made 7 yards and a first down . His second run turned into a 
50·ya rd gallop which ended up with the ball on the Murray 3. Junior quar· 
te rback Dave Schaetzke then dashed ac ross for his second touchdown of the 
night giving Morehead a 27·24 victory. 
Sophomore tailback Frank Jones, Johnson's replacement in the lineup, 
accounted for the other Eagle touchdown on a one· yard plunge. He was also 
the top Eagle rusher with 78 yards in 22 carries. 
Senior Kirk Andrews set a record of most poin ts by kicking with nine. 
This included two field goals and three extra points which extended his con· 
secutive extra poin ts to 26 with 10 straight this season. 
Senior tight end Gary Shirk caught fi ve passes for 60 yards to lead Eagle 
receivers while senior defensive back Ernie Triplett was tops on defense 
with eight tackles and an interception. 
(Right) Quarterback Dave Schaetzke prepares to hand· 
off to one of his backs. 
Eagles Tie Middle 
And Find First Victory 
Against Murray 
(le/t) Morehead running back heads for the Murray defensive 
man. 
A little man-to-man effort is always. good. 
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M.S.U. Flies Past 
A.P.31-21 
Morehead continued its winning streak by beating Austin Peay 
31-21 in the Eagle's fifth game of the season_ A new starting tail-
back, sophomore Frank Jones, rushed for 120 yards and two touch-
downs as the Eagles kept the ball almost entirely on the ground_ 
Oth e r Eag le to uc hdo wns ca me o n a 33-ya rd pass from Dave 
Schaetzke to Vic Wharton and on an ll-yard run by Schaetzke. 
Schaetzke's touchdow n pass was one of two completions out of fiv~ 
attempts. 
Ki rk Andrews, MSU's senior ki cker, booted a 31-yard field goal 
and four extra points to extend his record to 30 conversions over two 
seasons. 
Senior Ken Hass led the way defensively with II tackles and eight 
ass ists while freshman linebacker Karl Schmitt accounted for nine 
tackles and one assist. In all , MSU's three starting linebackers prod-
uced 30 individual tackles and 12 ass ists. 
Four turnovers by the Governors helped the Eagle cause. Safety 
Joe Gay intercepted a pass and fumbl es were recovered by end Dave 
Cox and cornerbacks Geary Clutter and Ernie Triplett. " We got a 
much better effort out of our defensive unit and forced Austin Peay 
to make some costly mistakes," said Head Coach Roy Terry. 
Poor fi eld position forced the Eagles to keep the ball on the 
ground , bu t a patched-up defense and the fine runn ing of Frank 
Jones produced an Eagle victory. 
MSU's nex t opponent was Golden Anniversary Homecoming foe, 
Tennessee Tech. The Eagles had not lost a homecoming game since 
1967, but costl y mi stakes gave the game to Tech. " A fumble and a 
pass interception turned the game around and kept us from scoring a 
major upset," quoted Coach Terry. 
Leading 17-14 with about ten minutes to play, MSU fumbl ed on 
its own 42 and the result was a Tech recovery which resulted in a 
touchdown nine plays later and a 21-17 Tech lead. Trying to pass his 
team back into contention, Schaetzke threw a pass interception 
which was returned to Morehead's three-yard line. Tech scored two 
plays later to give them a 28-17 victory. 
Schaetzke threw touchdown bombs of 82 and 47 yards to flanker 
Vic Wharton and accounted for most of the 214 yards of total 
offense. Kirk Andrews kicked his fifth fi eld goal of the year to break 
another MSU placekicking record and extended his consecutive 
extra point total to 32. 




In Five Years 
(Left) Morehead running back is still in the action. 
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Western Spelled Disaster; 
Eagles Fight Back With 
East Tennessee Win 
Western Kentucky University spelled disaster and defeat for the 
Eagles as the Hilltoppers handed Morehead their worst defeat in 13 
years by beating them 35-6_ It was the first time in seven games that 
the coaching staff did not pick any outstanding players_ "We 
couldn't find anyone who did a good job in that terrible exhibition," 
said Head Coach Roy Terry_ 
The only bright spot of the afternoon was a 30-yard touchdown 
pass from quarterback Dave Schaetzke to flanker Mark Altenburger. 
Even this turned out bad, however, as a bad snap on the conversion 
resulted in a miss by Kirk Andrews which stopped his school record 
streak at 32_ 
Coach Terry revealed that eight positions would have new faces 
for the Eagles in the next game. "We embarrassed ourselves and the 
university and our people are ashamed of their performance," the 
first year coach added. 
A fine offense and a rebuilt defense resulted in a 14-7 win for 
Morehead over the Buccaneers of East Tennessee. Dave Schaetzke 
was the firepower behind a fine offense that only a week before was 
embarrassed by Western Kentucky. "Dave looked like the great 
quarterback of the past two years down there," said Head Coach Roy 
Terry. "He's completely healthy for the first time this season." 
Schaetzke, who passed for 153 yards and two touchdowns, also 
showed fine running ability by rushing for 133 yards. He was named 
Morehead defense moves in to stop the opponent. 
(Riglu) Running back Doug McCray avoids the pursuit of the opponent. 
the OVC's "offensive player of the week" and he reclaimed the 
league's total offense leadership by completing 11 of 19 passes and 
compiling the huge amount of yardage. Scoring passes were caught 
by fullback Roger Reese for one yard and tight end Gary Shirk for 
nine. Reliable Kirk Andrews kicked both extra points. 
With Schaetzke leading the offense, a rebuilt defense made the 
best showing of the year by holding the Bucs to 242 yards and one 
touchdown. That was 120 yards below what the Eagles had yielded 
on the average in the seven previous games. 
With fourteen seconds left to play, junior cornerback Geary Clut-
ter saved the win with a pass interception. Freshman linebacker Rick 
Fox also stopped an earlier East Tennessee scoring drive by picking 
up an interception. 
The top defensive player was junior tackle Durwood Brittle who 
had 10 tackles, four assists, and two sacks of the quarterback. Play-
ing tackle for the first time in his life, junior Louis Gideon had seven 
tackles and six assists. Freshman linebackers Rick Fox and Mike 
Jackson had nine tackles and four assists apiece. 
Besides the offensive showing of Schaetzke, sophomore tailback 
Frank Jones rushed for 76 yards in 20 carries while Gary Shirk and 
Mark Altenburger each caught four passes. 
"We had great effort from everyone," Terry added. "Our young 
men proved that their poor showing against Western was a fluke." 
The game is watched intently from the sidelines. Bill Cason is stopped by two defensive men. 
The Eagles' Doug McCray is pursued by two defensive men. 
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Schaetzke looks for a receiver down fi eld. 
{Riglu} Injured Bob Burnett watches the remainder of the game from 
the bench. 
Eagles Finish 3-6-1 
Illinois And Eastern 
ive Final Losses 
Mike Mattia successfully catches the quarterback's pass for a first down. 
Senior Arnold Drury shows his disappointment in the game. 
Illinois State ruined the Eagles' home finish as they took a 20-
o victory and handed the Eagles their first shut out loss since 
1967. "We didn't playas badly as the score indicates," said 
Coach Terry. "Our offense just couldn't produce the big play 
when needed." 
Quarterback Dave Schaetzke hit on 15 of 31 passes for 138 
yards and rushed for 32 more, but two of his passes were inter-
cepted to kill scoring opportunities. Morehead's deepest pene-
tration was to the Illinois State 17, but an interception coupled 
with a 57-yard runback put Illinois State in position for a field 
goal. 
The Eagles finished 1-4 at home for the season. " It's another 
of the strange things we've experienced this season," the first-
year coach added. "Things have just gone better for us in away 
games." 
The Eagles finished the season by losing to Eastern 28-6. The 
Eagles never led in the game between the two arch-rivals as East-
ern pulled out to a 14-6 halftime lead. MSU's only score came 
on a 23-yard pass play from Dave Schaetzke to Vic Wharton. 
Wharton caught four passes for 100 yards and Gary Shirk 
caught six for 60 yards. Schaetzke completed nine of 22 passes 
for 142 yards, but fumbles and interceptions ended several 
MSU drives. Two drives were killed in the first quarter when 
Shirk fumbl ed on the EKU 16 and Schaetzke fumbled on a play 
that started on the EKU 24. Eastern's Jackie Miller intercepted 
a Schaetzke pass later in the game to halt the Eagles a third time. 
Morehead finished the season with an overall record of 3-6-1 
and a 3-3-1 Ohio Valley Conference record. A fourth place fin-
ish in the OVC put the Eagles ahead of Eastern. 







Soccer requires agility of the legs and feet. 
Dr. Sabie talks to his players. 
~II 
-til ; ..,. 
The head comes in handy in soccer as an offensive drive is started. 
Two of the Wi lliams' brothers move in on the ball. 
MSU finished the season with an overall record of 7-3. Dr. 
Mohammed Sabie has compiled a 50-17-6 record s in ce MSU 
adopted intercollegiate soccer in 1966. 
An unusual aspect of the soccer program is that none of the ath-
letes receive scholarship aid and many are recruited from Dr. Sabie's 
soccer class. 
There were seven seniors on Dr. Sabie's starting II-man unit. 
\ 
, t' 
A little practice kicking the ball is much needed. 
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Inside forward Jim Williams did all of the scoring as MSU won the 
Kentucky college soccer championship at Berea in November. Wil-
liams was among four MSU players named to the 10· man all·tourna· 
ment team. 
MSU blanked Asbury, 2·0, in the semi·finals and dropped Murray 
State by the same score in the title game. Williams scored all four 
goals. 
Also named to the all·tourney squad from MSU were halfbacks 
Don Powell and Joel Williams and inside forward Vic Pinion. 
Powell was named the team's most valuable player. 
,; 
The M.S.U. wi nning soccer team proudly displays its newest trophy . 
Don Powell receives the Outstanding Player award from Dr. Sabie. 










The MSU cross country team wound up the 1972 season with a 
fifth place finish in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
Dr. Earl Bentley's Eagles were paced by Ron Pontrich who placed 
18th in the individual competition. MSU compiled 129 points to fin-
ish ahead of Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee, and Tennessee Tech. 
The championship meet was held at East Tennessee and the host 
school won the team title for the third straight year. MSU will host 
the meet in 1973. 
MSU's regular season produced a 3-0 record in dual meets with 
wins over Cumberland and Marshall. The Eagles placed second in 
their only quadrangular meet. 
Tournament finishes included second in the Southern States at 
Cumberland College and third in the Ashland, Western Kentucky 
and Owensboro invitationals. 
Schafer's time of 24:38 against Cumberland established a new 
school record for five miles. Pontrich rewrote the six-mile mark with 
a 29:48 clocking in the Western Kentucky Invitational. 
(Above) Ron Pontrich leads the Eagles. 
(R ight) A great team effort keeps the Eagles running together. 






Basketball Eagles Open 
With A 
Victory 
(Above) Eugene Lyons fights for a rebound. 
(Right) Eddie Scott gets the tip on the jumpball. 
-
Eugene Lyons shoots from the key. 
_ - ;t:. 
Vi rginia Co mmonwealth defense surrounds Lyons. 
M.S.U.'s Leonard Coulter and Eugene Lyons were named to 
the 1972-73 All-Ohio Valley Conference basketball squad as the 
Eagles finished with a disappointing 14-11 record. 
, Howard Wallen received honorable mention in the balloting 
by the league's eight head coaches. 
Coulter, a 6-5 junior forward from Danville, finished fourth 
in the OVC scoring race with 21.3 points per game and third in 
rebounding with 11.5 per game. He rewrote the school record 
for field goal accuracy, hitting 52.3 per cent of his attempts. 
Coulter ended the year with 534 points and moved into sev-
enth place on MSU's all-time scoring list with 1,185 points in 
two varsity seasons. 
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Cagers Bow To Marshall 
Then Down Austin Peay 
In avc TV Game 
(Below) Leonard Coulter goes in for a lay-up against MarshalL 
Bill Dotson takes a shot against the Austin Peay defense. 
Bill Dotson is guarded closely by Austin Peay. 
Eugene Lyons, a 6-5 junior forward from Johns Creek, was the 
team's top scorer in the second half of the season and compiled an 
average of 16.9, good for eighth place in the OVe. 
Howard Wallen, a 6-2 junior guard from Williamsport, averaged 
15.2 points and set new school records with 14 assists in a single 
game and 288 in a career with one season still to play. He was fourth 
in OVC free throw shooting with 75 per cent. 
MSU finished the year in a tie for second place in the OVC with a 
league record of 9-5. 
(Left) Coulter drives around the defensive man. 
151 
Howard Wallen takes a shot fro m the foul line. 






A pre-season injury to 6-8 center Ron Nicholson and two 
upset losses in the last week of the season doused MSU's 
championship hopes_ 
Instead of repeating as champions, Coach Bill Harrell's 
Eagles finished in a second place tie with Murray as surprising 
Austin Peay claimed the OVC title_ 
"We lost some games early while Ron was out and then 
played poorly in the stretch," Harrell said. "We didn ' t have 
enough to pull it out." 
(Left) Mark Hudson bats down a cross·court pass intended for Austin Peay. 






It was a season of streaks as the Eagles reeled off four straight 
wins, lost six straight road games and then won seven straight. But 
five losses in the last eight games proved fatal. 
The Eagles appeared twice on the ove's Television game of the 
Week, inaugurating the regional telecast in January with a thrilling 
81-79 win over Austin Peay and then losing before the cameras 95-
86 to East Tennessee in late February in what may have been their 
poorest showing of the year. 
Everyone goes up for the rebound. 
Junior Varsity 
The "Young Eagles" of Coaches Eddie Conley and Ron Reed 
racked up nine straight victories en route to a 14-1 record in MSU's 
first jayvee season in almost two decades. 
The advent of freshman eligibility in major college basketball in 
the 1972-73 season prompted MSU and dozens of other schools to 
replace freshman teams with junior varsity squads. 
Except for a one-point loss to Alice Lloyd, the "Young Eagles" 
had a perfect season, averaging 113 points a game and holding the 
opposition to 77 per outing. 
(Left) James Washington shoots for two points in Junior Varsity game. 
(Below) Concentration and reaction are very much a part of the coaching job for Head 







Junior Varsity Continued - James (Slim) Moorman, a sophomore 
walk·on from Louisville, led the team in scoring with 17.8 per game and 
turned in the best individual performance of the year with 32 points and 
26 rebounds in a 101·67 win over Somerset Community College. 
Gene Frye, a 6·5 sophomore from Luray, Va., was second in scoring 
with 14.6 per game. He is expected to bid for a varsity position next 
season. 
MSU squad lines up against Eastern during a foul shot. 
Varsity Finals 
VARSITY BASKETBALL (14-11) (FINAL) 
MSU 85 UNC-Charlotle 78 
MSU 98 Morris Harvey 89 
MSU 95 Mercer 91 
MSU 103 Va_ Commonwealth 90 
Eastern Ky. 90 MSU 85 
Toledo 94 MSU 93 
Western Mich. 76 MSU 74 
Marshall 74 MSU 71 
Oral Roberts 103 MSU 86 
Illinois St. 107 MSU 91 
MSU 81 Austin Peay 79 
MSU 82 Murray St. 75 
MSU 72 Middle Tenn. 63 
MSU 85 Western Ky. 69 
MSU 81 Marshall 80 
MSU 78 Tenn. Tech 76 
MSU 91 East Tenn. 74 
St. Joseph's (Pa.) 103 MSU 84 
Murray St. 83 MSU 69 
Austin Peay 96 MSU 83 
MSU 112 Western Ky. 93 
MSU 89 Middle Tenn. 87 
East Tenn. 95 MSU 86 
Tenn. Tech. 85 MSU 79 
MSU 92 Eastern Ky. 84 
Junior Varsity Finals 
1- V BASKETBALL (13-1) (FINAL) 
MSU 89 Morris Harvey 73 
MSU 79 Lees 76 
MSU 102 Sue Bennett 63 
MSU 93 Somerset CC 75 
MSU 79 Georgetown 66 
MSU 83 Marshall 64 
MSU 76 Alice Lloyd 47 
MSU 79 Marshall 72 
MSU 101 Somerset CC 67 
Alice Lloyd 77 MSU 76 
MSU 113 Sue Bennett 75 
MSU 74 Georgetown 68 
MSU 72 Transylvania 69 
MSU 81 Lees 77 
MSU 80 Transylvania 58 
(Left) Leonard Coulter goes in for an easy two points. 
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M.S. U. Wrestlers Post 
8-5 
Morehead State University wrapped up its wrestling season with 
an 8-5 record and sent seven individuals to the NCAA RegionaIs-
Coach Dan Walker had three freshmen, three sophomores, and a 
senior competing for the right to advance to the NCAA National 
Tournament 
"We're very pleased with our season," Walker said_ "Things 
didn't look good at the beginning of the year when two of our four 
best wrestlers didn't return. However, these young men came 
through like veterans." 
The Eagles won six of their last eight matches to recover from last 
year's mark of 3-8. Victims included Kentucky, Centre, Cedarville, 
Wilberforce, Morris Harvey and Xavier. 
Sophomore heavyweight Gerry Anthony was undefeated in 12 
individual bouts, posting an ll-O-l record. Mickey Rzymek, last 
year's individual standout, finished 10-1-1. Senior Steve Morgan was 
9-2-0 in the 177 pound class. Rzymek, a sophomore, led the squad 
with six pins. Morgan scored five. 
Also NCAA bound were sophomores Brian Keefe, 150; sopho-
more Chuck Freels, 158; freshman Chip Allen, 167; and freshman 
Al Jordan, 190. 
Eagle wrestler has his opponent near a pin. 
Season 
Morehead Mat-man builds his riding time as he controls his opponent. 
Sophomore Chuck Freels tries to break down his opponent's position. 
WRESTLING FINALS (8·5) 
MSU 33 Kentucky 15 
MSU 5 UT·Chattan. 36 
MSU 11 Marshall 32 
MSU 38 Centre 3 
MSU 13 Eastern 23 
MSU 24 Cedarville 15 
MSU 30 Centre 9 
MSU 26 Kentucky 11 
MSU 9 Maryville 28 
MSU 6 Eastern 30 
MSU 50 Wilberforce 2 
MSU 54 Morris Harvey 6 
MSU 33 Xavier 12 




Place 4th In 
Kentucky Invitational 
EAGLE TANKMEN - Coach Bill Mack poses with his 1972-73 M.S.U. swim team. Front Row: Lange, Wiseman, Ridgeway, Watkins, Miller and Fuller. Second Row: 
Mathews, Lowe, Gilbert, Wade, Campbell , Ca lhoun , and Abeln . 
Eagle swimmer competes in the back stroke race. 
MSU's swim team finished the regular season with a 4-S record 
and a fourth place finish in the Kentucky Intercollegiate Swim 
Championships. 
Noting that two regular season losses were by a single point, 
Coach Bill Mack said his Eagles were weakened in mid-season by the 
flu. 
He singled out three swimmers and a diver for " very encouraging 
performances this season." Named were freshman freestylers Rick 
Fuller and Mike Miller, junior butterflier Ken Watkins, and fresh-
man diver Bill Lowe. 






The squad's regular season included victories over Louisville, 
Centre, Berea, and West Virginia Tech and losses to Marshall, Mor-
ris Harvey, Evansville, Western Kentucky, Wittenburg, and Eastern 
Kentucky. 
(Right) Swimmers leave their diving blocks at the sound of 
th e gun. 
Morehead swimmer makes some waves during butterfly. 
SWIMMING (4·5) (FINAL) 
Morris Harvey Relays (6th of 10) 
MSU 81 Louisville 37 
Marshall 76 MSU 46 
Morris Harvey 66 MSU 46 
Evansville 57 MSU 56 
MSU 65 Centre 44 
MSU 60 Berea 43 
Western Ky. 63 MSU 49 
MSU 71 West Va. Tech 41 
Wittenburg 57 MSU 56 
Eastern Ky. 67 MSU 44 
Kentucky Intercollegiate 






BASEBALL (26-12) (FINAL) (OVC CHAMPS) 
(Fall, 10-4) 
Western Ky_ 5-1 MSU 
MSU 5-0 East Tenn. 
Marshall 5-6 MSU 
MSU 3-10 Berea 
MSU 2-2 Tenn. Tech 
MSU 5-14 Western Ky. 
MSU 7-0 Eastern Ky. 
(Spring, 16-8) 
MSU 7-5 Trinity 
MSU 8 Taylor 
MSU 5-3 Taylor 
MSU 4 Brown 
MSU 5-9 Xavier 
MSU 6-3 Louisville 
Kentucky 4-2 MSU 
Cincinnati 11 MSU 
Eastern Ky. 5-1 MSU 
MSU 4-7 East Tenn. 
MSU 5 Tenn. Tech 
Cincinnati 6 MSU 
MSU 7-5 Louisville 
OVCPlayoff 
Murray St. 12 MSU 
MSU 8 Murray St. 
MSU 8 Murray St. 
Leaders 
HITTING: Schlemmer, .339. 
RBI'S: Cablish, 37. 
HOME RUNS: Cablish, 8. 
PITCHING: Garman, 8-2. 
























John Kurtz shows his pitching form . 
Oh, come on coach. I know it was foul! 
A Congratulations from teammates for another Eagle homerun . 
--
No one paid particular attention last fall when MSU 
baseball Coach Sonny Allen said tight defense and a young 
pitching staff could win the Ohio Valley Conference. 
But it was a different story in mid-Mayas Allen savored 
his third OVC title and reflected on a year that saw his 
Eagles establish a school record for victories with a 26-12 
mark. 
Eagles' pitching staff did an excellent job. 
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Play-Off Against Murray 
MSU won the Eastern Division of the ove but went 
into the championship series as an underdog to nation-
ally-ranked Murray Slate, winner of the Western Divi-
sion_ 
The Racers won the opener in the best-of-three series 
on a one-hitter. But the nightcap went to Morehead 
State, 8-6, after Murray's leaky defense gave up seven 
unearned runs on four errors. 
The third and decisive game was dominated by an 
almost flawless Eagle defense and the relief pitching of 
freshman Jim Duff who held Murray scoreless over the 
last five innings. Meanwhile, the Eagles blasted three 
home runs and took the title, 8-2. 
(Above) Gerry Harsti ne throws a fast ball. 
(Right) A happy group of champions celebrate. 
Successful 
Homer Cablish slides in safely. 
Allen's career coac hing re co rd in high 
school and college now stands at 402-125. 
MSU went into the campaign relying mostl y 
on a sophomore, righthander Jeff Garman, and 
a converted shortstop, righthander John Kurtz, 
for pitching support. They came through in 
fine fashion as Garman reeled off six straight 
wins and finished 8-2 with a 2.75 ERA. Kurtz 
compiled a 5-2 mark, including the first play-
off win, the team's best ERA, 2 .07. 
(Left) Catcher John Marsilio heads towards pitching 
mound to confer with pitcher. 
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COACH ALLEN AND THE OVC CHAMPS - Front Row: Coach Allen, Assistant 
Coach Daughterty, Baker, Richards, Baron, Dowdy, and Nooe. Second Row: Man· 
ager Wells, Whitaker, Cablish, Tac kett, Harp, Danner, Kurtz, Trai ner O'Steen. 
Third Row: Tucker, Schea ring, Ison, Dille, Ferguson, McDani el, Assistant Coach 
Hamilton. Fourth Row: Estenfelder, Davidson, Wood, Schlemmer, Kohl s. Fifth 
Row: Arnold, Cordial, Marsili o, Weir, Gadlage, Duff, Garman. 
Allen credited the pitching improvement to the work of Assist-
ant Coach Steve Hamilton, who retired las t summer after 11 years 
as a major league hurler. 
Third baseman Jim Schlemmer led the team in hitting with a 
.339 average. Centerfielder Steve Baker batted .323 and right-
fi elder Mark Dille hit .297. First baseman Homer Cablish led the 
squad in homers with eight, in doubles with 10 and in runs-bat-
ted-in with 37. Second baseman Jim Baron swiped 10 bases. 
(R ight) The OVC " Baseba ll Coach of th e yea r" encourages hi s players. 




A lifetime of dedication to MSU's athletic program 
was rewarded May 12 when MSU President Adron 
Doran announced at the Alumni Awards Banquet 
that the university's baseball field had been named in 
Allen's honor. "John Allen Field" now boasts a new 
permanent grandstand with more than 1,100 seats 
and an electric scoreboard. 
(Above) Ass istant Coach Steve Hamilton helped prompt the pitchers with 
his major league ex perience. 





MSU hosted the ove Track Meet this spring and , for 
the first time in the school 's history, fai led to score a 
point in the two·day competition. 
The last place finish in the ove came on the heels of 
a 1·2 dual meet record in regular season action. Bill 
Hudnall tied the school pole vault record for the eighth 
time at 14 feet, 6 inches. 
" ;'l~ 
ItJik 
Ron Pontrich approaches the fini sh line. Timers, team members and coaches get ready for the next ove race. 
170 
Eagle vaulter starts his approach to the bar. 
• J 
Bi ll Hud nall nea rs the bar in the pole vault. 
Timers are vital to any meet. 
TRACK (l-2) (FINAL) 
W_ Va. St. 78, MSU 66 
Fairmont Invitational (8th of 16) 
Marshall 78, MSU 67 
W. Va. St. 72, Marshall 57, MSU 42 
MSU 87, Georgetown 55 
Eastern Ky. 931j2, Cincinnati 60 
MSU 241/2, Louisville 6 
OVC Championship (8th) 
Best Scoring Efforts: 
POLE - Hudnall, 14-6. 
SHOT - Wise, 45-9. 
JAVELIN - Hudnall, 154-9%. 
DISCUS - Leonard, 143-71/2. 
LONG - Beckham, 19-71/ 2 . 
TRIPLE - Doug Beckham, 40-81/2 . 
HIGH - Dean, 6-2. 
440 RELAY - :44.0. 
MILE - Pontrich, 4:14.0. 
440 DASH - Kazee, :51.4. 
100 DASH - Wright, :09.8. 
120 HURDLES - Fischer, :15.1. 
880 RUN - Pontrich, 1:55.2. 
220 DASH - Wright, :22.4 . 
440 HURDLES - Holman, :58.5. 
3-MILE - Pontrich, 14:44.0. 






Coach Ed Bignon's golfers captured the OVC crown with a 
record-breaking 27-stroke victory in the OVC Tournament-
Eddie Mudd, a freshman from Louisville, copped individual 
honors with a one-under-par 209 in the 54-hole tourney at 
Morehead. 
The Eagle golfers produced a team score of 1082, shattering 
the previous OVC record of llOI, set by Murray in 1971. In 
addition to Mudd's personal title, MSU also captured second 
spot with Wesley Martin's 212 and tied for third on Charlie 
Doran's 215. Martin is a sophomore from Winchester and 
Doran a junior from Syracuse, N.Y. 
Mudd, the son of a former MSU football standout, became 
the second Eagle to win the OVC title. Bill Spannuth, two-time 
OVC golfer of the year, was the 1970 winner and finished 12th 
in the NCAA. 
Mudd, Martin and Doran were named to the All-OVC 
squad. 
It is MSU's first OVC golf title since adopting the sport in 
1960. Earlier this spring, the Eagles won the Kentucky Inter-
collegiate crown at Lexington and defeated Eastern and Mar-
shall in a triangular match. 
(Rig ht) Golfe rs con-
centrate on their shots 
a t th e ove to urna· 
ment. 
-.--------:;;;:-~-
It 's easy for an Eagle golfer to get the ball out of the sand trap. 
After a drive, sometimes there's a long walk to the next play. 
(Left) This tournament golfer takes a few practice swings. 
(Below) Eagles continue their winning style on the MSU golf course. 
GOLF (FINAL) (OVC CHAMPS) 
Cape Coral Intercollegiate (11th 
of 20) 
Marshall Invitational (7th of 14) 
Kentucky Intercollegiate (1st of 6) 
UK Invitational (3rd of 10) 
EKU Invitational (8th of 9) 
MSU 372, EKU 397, Marshall 398. 
OVC Championship (1st) 
Low Round 




TENNIS (6-7) (FINAL) 
MSU 7 Marshall 2 
MSU 8 Morris Harvey 1 
MSU 6 Cumberland 3 
MSU 5 Marshall 4 
Tenn_ Tech 8 MSU 1 
Western Ky_ 9 MSU 0 
Murray SL 9 MSU 0 
Middle Tenn_ 8 MSU 1 
Austin Peay 9 MSU 0 
MSU 6 Henry Ford 3 
Eastern Ky_ 6 MSU 3 
MSU 6 Centre 3 
East Tenn_ 6 MSU 3 
OVC Championship (8th) 
Singles: 
Steve Erickson, 2-12; 
Bill Spell, 3-11; Jim Haley, 6-8; 
Tom Ruge 4-10; Jeff William, 7-7; 














Barb Coffey (Right) 
Donna Kitchen 
Bill Hud nall 
-- --
Rhonda Cooper and Corkey Salyers (From) Bob Ullery and Linda Hughes in background. Linda Hughes 







Front Row: R. Parry, J. Dunn, K. Hall , and B. Vanover. Back Row: D. LeBlanc, B. Sclichter, A. Hurst, L. McKinney, B. Henneman, A. McGahan, and Coach 
Sue Lucke. 
HANDBALL - Morehead StaLe University's Handball Club entered a team in the National Intercollegiate Handball Championship at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee. The local Leam played eight matches this year under Coaches Harry Sweeney and Dan Atha. MSU's Ken Greco advanced 
to the semi-finals in the " B" Division of the national tourney. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS - Morehead State University's women's tennis team, coached by Sue Lucke, competed against four other Kentucky 
schools this fall. 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL - The University's women's volleyball team finished the season with a 8-5 record and third place in the state 
college tournament. 
Intercollegiate Volleyball 
Front Row: G. Meade, B. Groeber, G. Blackburn, P. Saunders, S. Buonocore, R. Yeoman, and R. Oskins. Back Row: Coach Laradean Brown, H. Ca ruso, K. Martin, D. Browning, D. 




The Intramural program at the university is an outstand· 
ing part of the extra·curricular activities offered to the stu· 
dent. The program is divided into Greek and non· Greek 
competition. There are events for both male and female 
and some combined events such as bowling teams. Many of 
the events are designed for group participation and some 
for individual efforts. 
The range of sports offered is wide and consists of foot· 
ball, basketball, volleyball, handball, paddle ball, table ten· 
nis, badminton, softball, bowling, gymnastics, tennis, and 
others. A running score is kept of points received by each 
participant or team for participation and victories. These 
scores are totaled to determine the individuals who have 
become most involved in the intramural program and who 
have been successful in their efforts. 
For Greek competition, there is also kept a score for 
each group who participates and wins. These scores are 
kept to determine the Greek group who has excelled as a 
whole in the competition. The coordinator of these pro· 
grams is Mickey Wells. 
Sometimes there is a slight scramble for the ball where everyone gets involved. 
The Delta Tau Delta quarterback tries his skill at passing. 
(Above) The look of determination is genuine since 
the competition is hot. 
(Left) But there's nothing bettcr than a cool drink of water on the s ide· 
lines. 
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Girl s have as much heated competition as the men when it comes to team sports. 
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Officials for intramural games may come from ei ther sex. 
During the annual Awards Day convocation, the intramural sports 
program awarded several honors to those participants who were out-
standing during the school year. Among the winners were Tom Hall 
and Anne Hurst who were named the officials of the year. The Earl 
Smith Award is given to the individual who has contributed the most 
throughout the year to promote intramurals through participation, 
cooperation, organization and administration. This award was given 
to Fred Fiebigger for men and Holl y Caruso for women. 
Intramurals 
The 1973 Intramural Award Winners display their individual trophies after Awards Day presentations. 
Individual awards were given to those individuals who 
accumulated the highest number of points through participa-
tion in 24 intramural activities. For sorority women: Anne 
Hurst, Donna Clark, Dauna Browning, T. C. Sorenson, and 
Bonnie Adkins were the top placers respectively. For inde-
pendent women: Anne McGahan, Lynette Taylor, Diane 
Even, Joan Moore, and Rachael Oskins were respective win-
ners. For fraternity men: John Weaver, Clark Lifshotz, Jack 
Mathews, Dennis Barger, and Dale Smith were the top five 
placers. For independent men: Harry Ryan, Joe Conley, Ken 
Greco, Charles Doran, and Phil Kellough placed respec-
tively_ Lambda Chi Alpha won the fraternity participation 
award and Sigma Sigma Sigma won the sorority award. 






Accounting And Finance 
Front Row:?, K. Smith, 1. Halcomb, D. Feldman, V. Caudill. Second Row: R. Cornett, M. Ku lwin; S. Tuttle, T. TenBarge, S. Click. 
Alpha Beta 
Alpha 
Seated: S. Dibert, P. Guthiery, T. Guthiery, S. Record. Standing: 1. Dyer, B. Rouie, M. 




Front Row: A. Wade, C. Haight, K. Finch, G. Altizer, A. Ward , W. Butler, J. Hirshauer, J. D. Mcglone, C. Davis, G. Sped man and S. Brewer. Second Row: Dr. Charles Derri ckson, 
Dr. Douglas Minion, F. Raines, B. Mitchum, C. Wells, G. Osei, J. Walker, D. Kauffman, K. Grubbs, B. Courts, and Dr. Joe Bendixen. Back Row: J. Meyer, P. McGlone, J. Purcell , 










Front Row: D. Nicholls, T . Rath, S. Kinney. Second Row: S. Blevins, R. Vergne. Third Row: T. Justice, W. 
May, O. Wright, M. Harrell. 
Leilio Right: T. Ensor, A. Perry, Mrs. Severy, J. Fitzpatrick, R. Baccha. 
Left Sick, Top to Bouom: L. Frantz, 1. White, B. Vanhoose, K. Bernard, D. Gulley. RigJu Sick, L to R, Top 
Row: C. Coleman, Mrs. Luckey. Secorul Row: D. Tatman, D. Sellmeyer, K. Fetzer. Third Row: A. Pifer, T. 
Ward. Bouom Row: C. Neal, Mrs. Cooper. Cardinal 
Key 
Front Row: M. Wentz, C. Rai monde, J. Baron, D. Kinman, C. 
Block. Secorul Row: K. Spiller, D. Alexander, 1. Sparks, A. Hilton, 
M. Nail, C. Vice, K. Flowers, J. Jacoby, T. Rice. Third Row: R. 
Niday, S. White, D. Small, C. Shirrell, L. Frantz, J. McIntosh, K. 












Ron Mather, Hodgenville senior at Morehead StaLe 
University, and Kathy Crusie, Lyndon, Ohio senior, 
admire their collection of trophies accumulated during 
four years of debating. As a team, they won almost 200 








Front Row: G. Marshall, S. Grace, C. Mason, D. Jordan, R. Whitson, D. Ventre, Dr. Jules Dubar. 
Row: Dr. John Philley, T. Lierman , Mr. James Chaplin, G. Casper, T. Mcloughlin, B. Grothaus, J. 
C. Sharpe, R. Isaac, D. Miller, M. Robinson, N. Sartor, and T. Spacks. 
From Row: Dr. M. K. Thomas, Mrs. Octa-
via Graves, G. Dench, K. Salyer, J. Cook, 
P. Taylor, S. Myers, E. Feder, Mr. Tinsley. 
Second Row: Dr. Northcutt, P. Hurt, D. 
Meade, K. Pruitt, D. Nickell, B. Wood, C. 
Roussos, S. Gillespie, L. Minner. Third 
Row: D. Kidd, C. Bowe, B. Sloane, Mrs. 
Tinsley, B. Gaunce, C. Gartrell. 
Gannna Beta Phi 
From R ow: A. Bell, J. Tussey, S. Melvin, G. Dench, K. Applegate, C. Griffith, M. Applegate, M. Kep-
pler, and T. Dench. Second Row: J. Coomes, L. Spears, M. Pence, B. Adams, M. Tackett, D. Rey-









On Floor: B. Arnold and J. Meadows. SeaJ.ed: M. Adams, C. Mullins, K. Montgomery, P. Martin, K. Sharp, D. Jones, S. Stewart, S. Gilbert, and C. Hockenberry. Standing: M. 












Front Row: R. Weaver, S. Engels, J. Augenstein , P. Harris, N. Ferguson , R. Webb. Second Row: 1. Phelps, S. Folkey, M. Childers, R. Williams, A. Chaney, D. Dixon, D. Collier, Bill 
Rosenberg. 
The art of applying make-up is a vital part of the techniques learned by the players_ 
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Left to Riglu: J. Hartzell, S. Adkin, J. Gilman, K. Hurst, T. Purvis, Dr. Roger Hammons, D. Meurer, B. Curry, J . 
Purvis, K. Sa lyer, and J. Cordrey. 
Left to Right: E. Descheemaeker, D. Wilson, B. Roberts, C. Chan, S. Messerly, J. Feder, P. Taylor, K. Jenkins, E. Feder, G. Meade, G. Davis, A. Watts, and G. Kelly. 
Phi Beta Lall1bda 
Phi Alpha Theta 
Front Row: S. Washburn, K. Davis, D. Meade, B. Gossett, J . Kleber, L. Murray, E. Latham. Second Row: P. Randolph, R. Goins, 1. R. Tinsley, P. leRoy, B. Gaunce, M. S. Tinsley, 
unidentified, D. Malloy, unidentified, B. Cox, G. Young, D. Gulley, C. Gartrell. 
Philosophy 
Club 
Left to Right (Clockwise): B. Gurley, C. Johnson, J. Kleber, 






From Row: F. Fugate, D. Engels, and R. Goins. Second Row: J. Kelley, S.Engels, and M. 






Front Row: S. Haley, W. Green, J. Kenney, W. Cusick , D. Horn, R. Williams, L. Wiley. Second Row: E. Prichard, G. Booher, R. Clark, R. Pyle, D. Haley , P. College, K. Ga llah 
Third Row: G. Case, D. Barker, L. Simpson, R. Rzeczkoski , S. Lin, C. DeWees, J. Lee, L. Hager, J. Dash, S. Newman, T. Shuttleworth, G. Orner, Dcwie D. and U. Briggs. 
Front Row: P. Howard, K. Lee, K. Uhrig, D. Lambert, K. Dewees. Second Row: L. Raymer, Mrs. Helen Fulbright, K. Zigmond, C. Witt, B. Pack, S. Woodring, B. Lutz, G. Parry. 








From Row: Miss Campbell, K. Greco, B. Groeber, H. Caruso, R: Oskins. Second Row: L. MacKinney, W. Parke, R. Yoeman. 
Third Row: C. Lyons, D. Even, J. Moore, A. Hurst, P. Bangert, P. Saunders. Fourth Row: M. Martin, M. Painter, C. Meade, K. 
Smith. Back Row: D. Alleman, G. Riefle, Dr. Atha. 
Left to Right: D. Lambert, R. Smallwood, M. Dowdy, R. Lester, C. Claypool, T. Whitford, S. 
Knight, L. Raymer, C. Bowmer, D. Davis, P. Wolfe, D. Larrick, J. Fitzpatrick, M. Macy, D. Sam· 
mons, Mr. Doug Engelhardt, A. Perry, Mr. Joe Figg, T. Ensor, D. Dickerschied, C. Dewes, K. 
Paxton, H. Howard. 
S.M.E.N.C. 
Student Council For 
Exceptional Children 
b 
Front Row: Unidentified, B. Vanhoose, A. Pifer, C. Neil , T. Duncan, unidentified, S. Woosley, C. Roussos, M. Smith, D. Lyden, B. Arnold. Back R ow: S. Guelda, unidentified, E. 
Vance, I. Breeding, 1. Cook, unidenti fied, A. Oldfield, M. Click, D. Jones, W. Combs, unidentified, C. Watkins, D. Webb. 





Front R ow: B. Smoot, W. Hayes, D. McClain, and S. Hartsel. Back Row: D. Bowles, D. Easton, L. Adams, J. Ward , B. Horn, R. Johnson, L. Cordle, W. Sage, and P. Beak. 
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As a part of the club's function, they sponsor a 
boxing match for interested persons on campus in 
support of their scholarship fund. 
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Baptist Student Union 
Front Row: D. Jones, D. Clark, R. Cooper, S. Fryman, S. Bowe, D. Dunn, L. Bramble. Second Row: B. Busby, G. Burden, H. Fryman, C. 
Wills, Rev. Robert Dunaway. 
Front Row: K. Fetzer, C. Wilson, J. Miller, J. Wendling, J. Kaelin, L. Young, J. Jacoby. Second Row: V. Fetzer, P. Walsh, Brother Mike Springer, M. Walters, L. Wrocklage. 
NeWlllan 
Center 




Joan Lacy - Secretary 
Gayle Dench - Academics Editor 
It was a long year. Deadlines came and went - as did staff members; and 
by the end of the year the RACONTEUR staff had dwindled to the few moldy 
oldies who just can't seem to shake the place. But the job got done - the pho-
tographers photographed, the editors edited; and as a result of all the com-
plaining, long nights, and insurmountable crises, (". . . what do you mean 
that picture's missing? That picture can't be missing!"), a "reflection" of the 
campus, the people, the events of Morehead State 1973 is in your hands 
today. 
Jan Martin - Class Editor 
Cary Griffith and Margaret Applegate 
Marty Nemes - Photographer Sonnie Vance - Photographer 
Mike Lacy - Photographer 
Alice Lambert - Photographer 
Phil Benton - Photographer 
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Morehead State University 
Marching Band 
Half·time performances are the band's highlight. 
Kathy Dewes and Kathy Thornbury model the "Becky Boone" outfit used in the 
parade. 
Morehead State University's Marching Band, conducted by Dr. 
Robert Hawkins, was selected as Kentucky's official representative 
in President Nixon's Inaugural Parade on Jan. 20, 1973. 
"It is indeed a signal honor for the University Marching Band to 
be invited to represent the Commonwealth of Kentucky in the 1973 
Inaugural Parade. The band is worthy of this recognition and will 
account for itself in an admirable fashion," said the M.S. U. Presi-
dent Adron Doran. 
In keeping with the "Spirit of 76" theme of the parade, the band 
played patriotic music and tunes emphasizing Kentucky as the land 
of Daniel Boone. The band was billed as "The Big Blue Band from 
Daniel Boone Land." 
Throughout the one and a half mile march down Pennsylvania 
Avenue, the University Marching Band performed standard march 
music and a medley of songs based on the patriotic themes. 
The M.S.U. band, with over 250 members, has appeared in the 
past three Kentucky governor's inaugural parades and at a music 
educator's national convention in Atlanta. It has appeared also dur-
ing halftime at a Cincinnati Bengals football game. 
The band left for Washington, D.C., Friday morning, Jan. 19th, 
and returned Sunday, Jan. 21st. 




The Morehead State University Marching Band consists of not 
only the performing musicians, but also of twenty coed Eaglettes. 
The Eaglettes, sponsored by Mrs. Robert Hawkins, perform twir· 
ling and dance routines along with the marching band. The chore· 
ography for the group is created by Sharon Myers, Kathy Thorn· 
bury and Linda Kabage. 
The Eaglettes practice with the marching band and appear with 
the band during pre·game and half·time shows. The Eaglettes are 
chosen for both dancing and twirling abilities. 
Eaglettes march in formation with the band as well as perform twirling features. 
Sytnphony 
Band 
The Morehead State University Symphony Band is directed and 
conducted by Dr. Robert Hawkins. The band has presented several 
concerts during the year, which were open to the public. 
The Symphony Band presented a combined concert with the Con-
cert Band, directed by Eugene Norden, on April 1, 1973 as a "Par-
ents' Day Concert." It included selections of music performed by the 
MSU Band at the Inaugural Parade. 
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Morehead State University has two very talented Stage Bands. The 
first stage band features Leona Johnson and Roberta Webster as 
female vocalists. The band is directed by Mr. Gene Deaton. 
The second stage band is under the direction of Mr. Jay Flippin. It 
also features two female vocalists, Mary Sue Webb and Patsy Myers. 
Both Stage Bands perform frequently at dances and special occa· 
sions throughout the state and at the university. 




W otnen's Chorus 
Men's Glee Club 
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Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universi-
ties is an honor given to college ~niors who have maintained a 3.0 
scholastic average and been selecteooy their fellow classmates for 
this honor. These students have displayed qualities of leadership and 
academic excellence during their four years of college. 
Among the seniors selected this year for the honor are Kathy Cru-
sie, who has been a very successful member of the Debate team and a 
member of Cardinal Key. Ron Mather is also a member of the 
Debate team and has maintained a high scholastic average. Kyle Dre-
her was selected most Outstanding French Student and was a mem-
ber of Chi Omega Sorority. Dan Swan has been an active member of 
the Philosophy Club and involved in student affairs. Joseph Bilotta 
was a member of Blue Key and the Prae-Medicorum club. 





Clyde Dulin and Sue Grace Charles Duncan 
Charles Gartrell, former pn,sident of Phi Alpha Theta, was also involved in Kappa Delta Pi Education Honorary. Roland W. Jones was an 
active member of Theta Chi Fraternity and a distinguished military graduate of ROTC. Clyde Dulin, an outstanding math and physics student, 
has received the Outstanding Senior Award in both fields. Mrs. Sue Grace is probably best known for her work as secretary of the SGA for two 
years and her affiliation with the Community Action Council. Charles Duncan, a member of Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, is a Math major and 
native of Morehead. 
Randy Glass 
Donna Gulley 
Randy Glass, a Cadet Corp Commander in the ROTC department, 
is also an outstanding Political Science major. Donna Jones, secre· 
tary for Cardinal Key Honor Society, is involved in the Student 
Council for Exceptional Children. Donna Gulley, former President 
of Chi Omega, is also a member of Cardinal Key Honor Society. 
Mary Hardin, another senior member of Cardinal Key, served as 




Billy Jack Mabry, a member of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity, also 
was selected as a member of Blue Key. Paul Matney also served as a 
member of Blue Key and was involved in Sigma Phi Epsilon Frater-
nity. Dennis Meade, an outstanding social science student, was presi-
dent of Blue Key. Mike Lacy spent most of his four years taking pic-
tures for the RACONTEUR. 
Paul Matney and Dennis Meade 
Mike Lacy 
Terry Mouser and Steve Morgan 
Kay Neuma n 
Marianne Painter and Jo Ann Perkins 
Terry Mouser, former President of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity, 
has also served as a member of Blue Key and Phi Alpha Theta His-
tory Honorary_ Steve Morgan, the only senior wrestler to go to the 
NCAA Regionals, is a member of Phi Delta Theta Fraternity. Mar-
ianne Painter, a member of Sigma Delta and a Physical Education 
major, was an active member of Kappa Delta Sorority. Jo Ann Per-
kins, the former President of the Baptist Student Union, also served 
as a faithful member of Cardinal Key Honor Society. Kay Neuman 
served as a representative to the University Senate while also partici-




Ann Pifer and King Pruitt 
Ted Schuttleworth Linda Raymer (Righl) 
Ann Pifer, a member of Cardinal Key, has served on the SGA for three and a half years. 
King Pruitt, who served as President of Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority, is a member of Sigma Delta. 
Ruth Rase, who has been active with the drama department for four years, served as President 
of the Morehead Players her senior year. Ted Schuttleworth, a busy band member, is a memo 
ber of Phi Mu Alpha Music Fraternity. Linda Raymer, also a music major, is a member of 
Sigma Alpha Iota Music Fraternity for Women. 
Bobbie VanHoose 
Toni Wa rd 
Donna Tatman 
Bobbie VanHoose has been an active member of the Student 
Council for Exceptional Children and served as the Vice·President of 
Cardinal Key Honor Society. Donna Tatman, former President of 
Delta Gamma Sorority, was a cheerleader for three years and editor 
of the RACONTEUR Toni Ward, a member of Delta Zeta Sorority, 
has served as a member of Kappa Delta Pi and the Latin Club. 









Variety was the word for the fall. Greeks were 
involved in a Lambda Chi Alpha Watermelon Bust 
where Delta Gamma came in first for the sororities, a 
Delta Zeta Slave sale, a Tau Kappa Epsilon sale of 
homecoming mums, and some super school spirit at 
football games. 
(Above) Fraterniti es pass a watermelon dow n the line. 
(Right) Sororities di splay their creative effo rts made from wate rmelons. 
Delta Zeta's auctioned themselves off as hired hands for a day. 
(Left) TKE 's se ll mum s for 
homecoming. 
(Far Left) Support of the athletic teams is 
much a part of Greek life. 







It's a nervous night for the pledges of the various 
sororities as they prove their skill at some unusual 
events. The festivities are loaded with relay races, 
egg tosses, and fashion design of some Lambda Chi 
Alpha pledge. Delta Gamma placed first for the third 
consecutive year. 
(Far Right) Delta Gamma 
gets ready to throw the egg. 
(Right) De lla Ze ta ce le -
brates. 
Delta Ga mma provides the entertainment. 
Delta GalTIlTIa 
Sponsors Carnival 
. It's an old-fashioned carnival with booths set up by the fraternities and sorori-
ties on campus. You can try your talent at skill games or try your luck on a 
chance game. A skit by the Delta Gammas may even add some humor if your luck 
runs out. 
Kappa Delta sponsored a pie throwing booth - at your favorite KD of 
course. 
(Left) Fortune·telling 
was the talent of the 
Zeta Tau Alpha sister. 
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A 0 Pi's join in the Greek parade. 
(Right) Th e SAE's 
were ready to start the 
parade of Greeks. 
Greek 
Week'73 
Tau Kappa Epsilon members pass a ban through the water in Anchor Splash Competition. 
Del ta Zeta's become victorious again in the SAE Trike Race. It was one of many consec· 
utive wins. 
Delta Gamma coaches give their teams some last minute instructions. 
Greek Week '73 began with the Chi Omega White Carnation Ball 
on Friday, a parade of the Greeks on a raining Saturday, and an 
open party for all at the TKE house. Theta Chi fraternity sponsored 
an Olympiad for the firSt time, and SAE fraternity put on their tra-
ditional trike race for the girls. Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity cre-
ated a competitive chariot race between fraternities, and Delta 
Gamma sorority sponsored the 2nd annual Anchor Splash for men. 
237 
The Adventurous Week 
238 
Goes On 
A major traditional attraction of Greek Week is the 
powder puff football game between two girls' teams. 
Delta Zetas held scholastic competition between groups 
during their annual College Bowl in which AOPi and 
Theta Chi came out victorious. A mad chase down cam-
pus and a few close calls, characterized the Sigma Phi 
Epsilon Derby Day celebration. And Jerry's was the 
place to be if you wanted to eat J-Boys till you had eaten 
more than anyone else! 
A Sig Ep is searched in hopes of finding a hidden derby. 
Theta Chi's talk over an answer during the College Bowl. 
= ¢. 
A frantic chase through the traffic is required to avoid this derby hunter. 
The ridi ng and the exchanges of riders can become a hard earned ski ll. 
(Left) Fellow fraternity brothe.rs come to the aid 
of their rider as he ends his laps. 
Greeks all got together near the end of the week in their 
annual All Greek party. The following afternoon, the men 
hit the pavement hard. in a bicycle version of the 500 race. 
The event is annually sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
and brought plenty of spectators and riders to its scene. 
That evening, the festivities were more formal at the Delta 





As much a part of Greek Week, as in any week of the year, it's not unu-
sual to find Greeks sharing a meal together. And even in the case of Delta 
Zeta, some groups may sponsor a meal at a discount price to the entire cam-
pus. 
(Right) Delta Zeta prepared a spaghetti dinner open to 
the public. 
• 
Kappa Delta placed first in the women's division of the Sigma Sigma Sigma Songfest. 
The sponsors, Sigma Sigma Sigma, even contributed some of their own talents to the show. 
Songfest Ends The 
Festivities 
As the end of the planned events came closer, the activities 
included a Kappa Delta Card party in which the best card sharks 
Won and the popular Sigma Sigma Sigma Songfest in which Kappa 












Ella Ri ce 




Co nni e [so n 
Maggie Kenner 
Ju dy Larriga n 
Cheri Lev ier 
Kathy Miles 
Che ri North cutt 
Betsy Payne 
Sherry Schools 
Sue Spa rks 
Toni Stout 
Chri s Wendeln 
Shelley Wheeler 
Glenda Bowling 
Luann Brooks Alpha 
Omicron Pi 
Sa ll y Brown 
Susan Busick 




Lisa Gai tskill 




















































































































































Nancy Van Ardsdol 
Toni Ward 
Marjorie Wentz 


























































Carol yn Dan iels 
Debbie Dick 
Shannon Do yle 








Sand y Thomas 
Sheila Wallace 
Paula Williams 


















































































































































Robert J. Brei tmeyer 




















Pi Kappa Alpha 


























Robert Sand rock 
Brad Shields 
Ernest Slone 











Jack Fried man 











































Mi tch Hatter 
Johnathan Hensley 
Steve Hoers ting 
John Hollkamp 



































































































































M.A. Studio Art 
Michael Arnell 
Fredville 




Phillip M. Barker 
Olive Hill da Education 
M A Secon ry 
R~n~ld K. Bennett 
Minford, OhIO Educatwn 
M.M.E. M~"~ryant, III 
Cpt. John Georgia 
La Grange, . Education 
M. B. E. Bustness 
Everett W. Bussell 
Middles~)Qhro Education 
MA. Htg er 
Eddie O. Conley 
Jenkins 
MA HPER 




James A. Bailey 
Flat Gap nda Eduealwn 




Gloria A. Dale 
Grayson 
M.A. Elementary Ed. 
James E. Dash 
Pittsburgh, Penn. 
M.A . Music Education 
Thomas E. Daugherty 
Morehead 
M.A. Physical Edncation 
Marion E. Eyster 
Morehead 
M.A. 
Edward J. Flege 
Florence 
M.A. Education 
Charles L. Gartrell 
Ashland 
M.A. History 
Jon M. Kelley 
Annadale, Va. 
M.S. Math 
Randell J. Goins 
Cold Spring 
M.A . History 
Sandra R. Hall 
Morehead 
M. A. Seeondnry Edneation 
Jiann.Jong Jou 
Republic of China 
M.B.A. Business Administralion 
Carole Junk 
South Charles ton, Ohio 





Charles E. Kennedy 
Burnside 
M.A. Adall Education 
Margaret A. Kenner 
Campbellsville 
M.A. Psychowgy 
Leslye M. Murray 
Miami , Florida 
M. A. Hislory 
Graduates 
Elizabeth A. Latham 
West Union, Oh io 
M.A. Hislory 
David K. Lee 
Flatwoods 
M.A. Educal;"n (Psyclwlogy) 
Carolyn S. Lyons 
Pikeville 
M.PE. Physical Education 
Patricia L. McKenzie 
Paintsville 
M.A . Adult Education 
Luena S . Minner 
Louisville 
M.A . English 








James W. Poe 
Dayton 
M.M. Music 
M.A. Elementary &iuca1wn 
Tom D. Reeder 
South Portsmouth 
M. B. E. Business Educa1ion 
Kenneth E. Sellers 
Lexington 
M.H.A. High", Educatwn 
David Rhode 
Lebanon Junction 
E.D.5. Higher Educatwn 
Linda L. Sabounchi 
Ml. Sterling 
M.A. Elementary Edu.cation 
Morteza Sabouchi 
Tehran, Iran 
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Betty A. Staton 
Frenchburg 
M.A. Elementary Educalion 
Avery E. Stidham 
Shelby, Ohio 
M. A. English 
Robert M. Vitullo 
Elizabeth , New Jersey 




Mary S. Webb 
Hazard 
M.A. Secondary Educ01i.on 
Dorita C. Wise 
New Paris, Ohio 
MA. English 
Mark J. Zielinski 
Modesto, California 




Rebbecca S. Allen 
Ashland 
B.A. His/ory 






Kirk W. Andrews 
New Castle, Penn. 
B.A. Heallh and PE. 
Baxanna S. Arnett 
Ashland 
A. B. Sociology 
Maj id Babalmoradi 
Abadan, [ran 
M.A. Political Science 
Nola E. Badgett 
Louisville 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Franc is L. Bailey 
Greenup 
A.B. Radio aad TV 
Seniors 
Glenn D. Adamire 
Lancaster, Penn. 
A.B. Heallh and PE. 
Larry D. Adams 
Caney 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Ina Adkins 
Jenkins 
A. B. Sociology 
Sharon K. Adkin, 
West Liberty 
B.A. English 
Dennis N. Alleman 
Chambersbu rg, Penn. 
A.B. HPER 
Charlotte J . Allen 
Salyersville 
B.S. Basiness Adm. 
Jerry M. Allen 
Adairvi lle 
B.S. AccoUnling 
Joe M. Allen 
Hindman 
B.A. HPER 
David A. Barker 
Ashland 
B.M.E. Music 
Joyce A. Barker 
Grahn 
B. S. Business Ed. 
Bruce W. Barnes 
Moorefield 
B.S. Business 
Eula 1. Barnett 
Salyersville 
B.S. Business Ed. 
Thomas J . Barone 
Buffalo, New York 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Annette K. Bauer 
Silver Spring, Maryland 
B.A. SocioiIJgy 
Domenico Belliss imo 
Toronto, Ontario 
B.S. Economics 
Terry L. Bentley 
Neon 
A.B. Journalism and Radio 
Vicki A. Bailey 
Louisville 
B.S. BioiIJgy 













Phillip R. Benton 
West Liberty 
Kay E. Bernard 
Russell Springs 
A.B. Psyclwwgy and Social Work 
Joseph T. Bilotta 
Louisville 
B.S Biowgy 
Gillian L. Blackburn 
Cold Spring 
B.A. Physical Ed. and English 
Judith D. Bloomfield 
CampDix 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
David C. Booth 
Worthington 
A.B. Radio and TV 
William F. Bostelman 
Dayton, Ohio 
B.B.A. Business 
Charles D. Bowe 
Ashland 
A.B. Geography 
Glenda M. Bowling 
Gret!nup 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
Leroy J. Brack 
Paris 
A.B. Political Scu,nce 
Susan H. Brindle 
Chambersburg, Penn. 
B.S. Vocational Home Econ. 
Busler Brown 
Columbia, Soutb Carolina 
B.M.E. Music Ed. 
Rhonda J . Brown 
Volga 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
Vieki S. Budig 
South Shore 
B.S Math 
Linda R. Burge 
Pt. Pleasan t, W. Va. 
B.S Psychowgy and Math 
Pamela J. Bussell 
Carlisle 
B.S. Business Ed. 
Linda S. Butler 
Covington 
B.A. English 
Robert L. Cammack 
Lawrenceburg 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Rheaetta D. Campbell 
Ashland 
B.A. Ekm. Ed. 
Velma L. Campbell 
Crestwood 
A. B. Psychology 
Harold W. Capps 
Moorefield 
A.B. Political Science 




Linda M. Case 
Ripley, Ohio 
B.M.E. Music Ed. 
William R. Cason 
North Middletown 
A.B. HPER 
James W. Cassity 
Morehead 
A.B. Hiswry 
Linda M. Castle 
Paintsville 
B.A. An 
Connie L. Caudill 
Mt. Sterling 
A.B. Hiswry 
Janis A. Caudill 
Erlanger 
B.S. Vocational Home Econ. 
Bobby D. Chaffins 
Garrett 
M.A . Secondory Ed. 
Phillip A. Childers 
Hindman 
B. S. Agricuuure 
Darrell Clark 
Olive Hill 
B.A. Speech ami Drama 
Nancy 1. Clark 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
B.A. Speech 
George E. Clarkson 
Louisville 
B.S. Hiswry 
Cheryl A. Claypool 
Newark, Ohio 
B.M.E. Music Ed. 
Stephen L. Click 
Ashland 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
James H. Climer 
Londonderry, Ohio 
B.S. lruiustrial Ans 
Rebecca L. CI i mer 
Lucasville, Ohio 




Judith H. Clough 
Morehead 
B.S MatMmatics 
Barbara A. Collins 
Osgood, Indiana 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Carol S. Combs 
Leburn 
A.B. Sociowgy 
Ralph E. Compton 
Elkhorn City 
B.S General Business 
June P. Cook 
Cynthiana 
A. B. Elem. Ed. 
Rheta R. Cooney 
Knightstown, Ind. 
B.A. Elem. Ed. 
Ronald E. Cooper 
Milford, Ohio 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Gene A. Copley 
Warfield 
B.A. HPER 
June E. Cordrey 
Urbana, Ohio 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Richard G. Cornett 
Hindman 
B.B.A. Accounting 
Billy E. Courts 
Butler 
B.S Agricultural Ed. 
Kathryn S. Coyan 
Bellbrook, Ohio 
B.A. PE. and Geography 
Bohby P. Davis 
Ml. Sterling 
A.B. Physical Ed. 
Carol S. Davis 
Ml. Sterling 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
l erry Davi s 
Connersville, Indiana 
B. A. Health and P. E. 
Karen E. Davis 
Winchester 
B.A. Histnry 
Mary L. Dawson 
Louisvi ll e 
B.S. History and Sociology 
Jud y 8. Deaton 
l ackson 
B.A. Psychology and Sper. Ed. 
Seniors 
Jerry L. Crawford 
Buford, Ohio 




Annette I. Craycraft 
Tollesboro 




Kathleen C. Curless 
Ci ncinnati, Ohio 
A.B. Art 
Betty J. Currie 
Middlesboro 
B.S Malhematics 
Bennett L. Curry 
Louisville 
A.B. Political ScieTiCe 
Charles F. Curry Jr. 
Wheelwright 
B.S lruiustrial Tech. 
Janice L. Cushman 
Florence 
B.A. Ekm. Ed. 
Diana Cutright 
Port Jervis, New York 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Diana Z. Damron 
Grayson 
B.A. Elem. Ed. 
Ronald C. Damron 
Virgie 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Carolyn A. Daniel ' 
Louisa 
A.B. Socio/ngy 
Joan M. Darst 
Cheshire, Ohio 
B.S Business Adm. 
Wilma S. Daugherty 
Phelps 






B.A. Ek m. Ed. 
Lamar Dement 
South Solon, Ohio 
B.A. Education 
Charles R. Dewees Jr. 
Russell 
B.M.E. Music Ed. 
Deborah A. Dick 
Circleville, Ohio 
A. B. Ekm. Ed. 
Anna L. Douglas 
Eminence 
B.A. Ekm. Ed. 
Sandra C. Douglas 
Ashland 
A. B. English 
Shannon M. Doyle 
Louisville 
B.A. Special and. Ekm. Ed. 
Kyle M. Dreher 
Louisville 
A.B. French 
Clyde R. Dulin 
Morehead 
B.5. Physics 
John W. Durbin 
Canal Winchester, Ohio 
A.B. Economics 
Winifred A. Dutton 
Paris 
A.B. Sociology 
Diana L. Dyer 
Sal yersville 
A. B. Sociology 
Robert A. Easton 
Shelbyville 
B. A. Political Science 
Estella M. Ellerman 
Milan, Indiana 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
Pamela G. Emnett 
Lucasville, Ohio 
A.B. English 
Karen L. Evans 
Prestonsburg 
A. B. History and Sociology 
Joel A. Ewi ng 
Medina, Ohio 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
Walter F. Fannin 
West Liberty 
B.A. HPER 
Sandra K. Farmer 
Bowen 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
David Felker 
Kettering, Ohio 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Deanna L. Frey 
Eastport, New York 
B.A. HeaUh and P.E. 
Jack D. Friedman 
Buffalo, New York 
B. A. Business 
John T. Fern Jr. 
Eniog 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Frederick W. Fiebiger II 
Dayton, Ohio 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Georgia A. Fishburn 
Oreland, Penn. 
Gary W. Fisher 
Dayton, Ohio 
B.S. Industrial Arts 
Marcia J. Fisher 
Dayton, Ohio 
B.A. Ekm. Ed. 
Teddy L. Flynt 
Salyersville 
Anita C. Ford 
A.B. HPER 
Larry A. Fourman 
Arcanum, Ohio 
B.S. Industrial Arts 
Barbara 1. Frazier 
Glasgow 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
B.S. Voca1ional Home &on. B.A. Political SciRnce 
Cheryl H. Fugate 
Grassy Creek 
A.B. History 
David M. Fultz 
Sidney, Ohio 
A.B. Political SciRnce 
Dwana L. Fyock 
Center, Colorado 





Lynne A. Gannon 
Maumee, Ohio 
B.A. Elem. Ed. 
Patricia K. Garland 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
B. S. Busiaess Ed. 
Nancye A. Garner 
Owingsville 
B.A. Elem. Ed. 
Rebecca S. Gibson 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Clinton A. Gilbert 
Rush 
A.B. History 
Doris A. Gilbert 
Rush 
B.A. Elem. Ed. 
Paul L. Gillaspie 
Dyer, Indiana 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Randy D. Glass 
Wheelersburg, Ohio 
A.B. Political Scieace 
Linda L. Gabbard 
Mt. Sterling 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
John D. Gaines 
Midway 
B.S. Agriculture 
Donna O. Gallaher 
Hopkinsville 
B. S. Clothing and Textiles 
Kenneth A. Gallaher 
Louisa 
B.M.E. Music 
Cathy A. Goble 
Ashland 
B.A. Elem. Ed 
Nancy W G . De . raham 
catur, Ohio 
B.S FoodS . 
Alfred L erotce 
R . Green ussell 
B.S Busi A PhT ness dm 
01 ' Ip V. Greenhili Ive Hill 
B.S Biology 
MDonna J. Griffith 
artln 
A.B. Health 
Donna MG · G . nffith 
rayson 
A. B. Elern. Ed. 
MRaymond Griff ith Jr artln . 
A.B. Political Sc· 
David A. Grimmlence 
Alexandria 
B.B.A. Business Ad m. 
Ronald L G Ca . rossl 
nada 
B.M.E. Music 
Donna J. Gu ile 
Sharpsburg y 
A.B. Journalism 
Robert D. Ha 
. Chicago III" ggstrom 





Phyllis 1. Hall 
Perryville 
B.A. 
Rosa C. Hall 
Pippa Passes 
A.B. Etem. Ed. 
Sandra K. Hall 
Topmost 
A .B. Sociology 
Verla M. Hall 
Topmost 




Betty J. Haney 
Inez 
B. S. Business Ed. 
Mary L. Hardin 
Louisville 
B.A . £tem. Ed. 
Lora 1. Hardinger 
Napoleon, Ohio 
A.B. Etem. Ed. 
Shirley A. Harmon 
Warfield 
MA. Etem. Ed. 
Darrell D. Harris 
Ml. Washington 
B.A. Political Science 
Jerry W. Harris 
Campton 
B.A. £tem. Ed. 
Karen C. Hatton 
Harold 
B.A . History 
Wendell W. Hawkins 
Ashcamp 
B.S. Biology 
Joseph P. Hayes 
Reve re. Mass. 
B.B.A . Business Fin. 
Verie Hayes 
Carr Creek 
A.B. £tem. Ed. 
Anna R. Hazelbaker 
Blue Creek, Ohio 
A .B. HPER 
Judy L. Helphenstine 
Paris 
A.B. Etem. Ed. 
Jonna B. Hilger 
Vanceburg 
B.A. Sociology 
Vicki L. Hitt 
Maysville 
B.A. Sociology 
Christine B. Hockenberry 
Sli ppery Rock, Penn. 
B.S Food Service Adm. 
Ca rl W. Hocker 
Lexington 
HB.A. Business Adm. 
Kath y A. Hocter 




B. S Business Ed. 
Alvin J. Holkam p 
Louisville 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Beuford G. Horn 
ine-1. 
A.B. History 
Larry E. Horton 
Ashland 
A.B. Sociology 
Charles B. Howard 
Mousie 
B.S Agr. Ed. 
Wi lliam M. Huffaker 
Tazewell, Tenn. 
B. S Biology 
Richard f. Humphrey 
Hard y 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Ruth R. Humphrey 
Minford , Ohio 
A.B. Speech arul DrafTUl 
SamueJ.T. Hunt 
Ml. Sterling 
B. S. Science 
Doug las A. Hutc hinson 
Louisa 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Phillip O. Isaacs 
Grayso n 
B.A. Geography 
Deborah E. Jackson 
Henderson 





Teresa L. Jones 
Cumberland 
A. B. Ekm. Ed. 
AI. C. Jouett 
Mt.Steriing 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
Jane A. Kaelin 
Crestwood 
B.S. Food Seroice Adm. 
Karen L. Je nkins 
Irvine 
B. S. Business Ed. 
Stephen G. Jenkins 
Martin 
B.S. Business Adm. 





B.A. Ekm. Ed. 
Bryan L. Jones 
Louisville 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Donna L. Jones 
Mt. Sterling 
B.A. Ekm. Ed. 
M ichacl R. Keene 
Ph yllis 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Ma rilyn S. Keeton 
Racela nd 
B.A. Elem. Ed 
Jon M. Kelley 
Morehead 
B. S Math and Chemistry 
Phi llip W. Kellough 
Chi llicothe, Ohio 
A. B. E!PER 
Gene Kell y 
Harlan 
A.B. Gen. Business 
Danie l Kidd 
Morehead 
A.B. Art 
Pamela M. Kincer 
Neon 





Carole S. Kinnison 
Jackson 
B.A. Speech and Drama 
Emory T . Kiser 
OliveHill 
B. S Agricu/J;ural Science 
Barbara A. Kuhn 
Erlanger 
B.S VocfUional Home 
Econ. 







Ann L. Lake 
Morehead 
B. S. Biology 
Debbie A. Lavender 
Cinti . Ohio 
A .B. Elem. Ed. 
Denise E. leBlanc 
Norwic h, Conn . 
B.A. Physical Ed. 
Ronald W. Lester 
Sidney 
B.M.E. Music Ed. 





A .B. HPER 
Julia A. Lewis 
Wheelwright 
B. A . Elem. and Special Ed. 
Clark R. Lifshotz 
Clifton , New Jersey 
B.A. HPER 
Beatrice J. Little 
Hillsboro, Ohio 
B.A. El.em. Ed.. 
Craig E. Long 
Springfield, Ohio 
B.A . English 
Bonnie G. Lutz 
Hopkinsville 
A.B. El.em. Ed. 
Danny R. Lyons 
Pikeville 
A.B. HPER 
Billy J. Mabry 
Olive Hill 
B.S. Political Science 
Teresa B. Magee 
Dry Ridge 
A .B. Elem. Ed. 
Lizbeth G. Manley 
Maysville 
A .B. Elem. Ed. 
Mary A. Marsh 
Sellersburg, Indiana 
A .B. Physical Ed.. 
Kris tine A. Martin 
Chambersburg, Penn . 




Susan E. Mason 
Wapakoneta, Ohio 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
Fred W. Mastin 
Feds Creek 
B. S. A ccourning 
Ronald D. Mather 
Hodgenville 
A. B. Political Science aM 
Hislory 
Paul D. Matney 
Elkhorn 
B.S. Physics and Malh 
Lana J. Maynard 
Inez 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
Linda M. Mayne 
Highland Heights 
A.B. English 
Anna S. McClanahan 
Falmouth 
A.B. EkmEd. 
Sally A. McClure 
Ashland 
A.B. English 
Alvah T. McCog 
Mt. Sterling 
B.S. Physics aM Math 







She rry I S. McGehee 
Faye ttev ille. Penn . 
A. B. HPER 
Richard H. McGinnis 
Ca rdington, Ohio 
B.A. H istory 
Jerry C. McGlone 
Circ lev ille, Ohio 
A.B. History 






Mary L. McKinney 
Chesa peake, Ohio 
A.B. HPER 
Reda G. McNabb 
Sudith 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Phillip R. McNall y 
Fredericktown, Ohio 
B.A. HPER 
Dennis J. Meade 
Lucasville, Ohio 
A.B. History 
Eva C. Meade 
Vanceburg 
A.B. HPER 
Gl enda S. Meade 
Elkhorn City 
B.A. Gen. Business 
Aaron D. Meadows 
Sa lyersville 
A. B. Gen. Business 
Thomas M. Meadows 
Gallipo lis , Ohio 
A. B. Recreation 
Steve n W. Meier 
Apple Creek, Ohio 
A.B. Math 
Dennis V. Me rgenthal 
Fort Thomas 
B.S. Agriculture 
Michelle L. Merkle 
Williamsville, New York 
B.A. Art 
Waller R. Mitchum 
Eutawville , South Caro lina 
B. S. Agricukure 
Douglas H. Moak 
Covingto n 
B. B. S. Business 
Charles L. Moore 
A. B. Social Science 
Mary S. Moore 
Vanceburg 
B.A. Art 
Steven E. Morgan 
Inolps, Indiana 
B .A. Sociology 
Terry Mouser 
Daylon, Ohio 
A. B. Social Science 
Jud y C. Mullins 
Jonancy 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
Martha G. Myers 
Dayton 
A.B. Journalism arui 
Secretarial Studies 
Cynthia E. Neal 
Beavercreek, Ohio 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
. Sandra J. Messerly 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
B.S. Business Ed. 
Rohert G. Messmer 
Southgate 
B .B.A. Business Adm. 
Wendell S. Meyers 
Brookville, Ohio 
A. B. Gen. Business 
Kathe rine A. Miles 
51. Clairsville, Ohio 
B. S. Vocational Home Econ. 
David C. Miller 
Bucyrus, Ohio 
B.M. Music 
Janet L. Miller 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
B.S. Food Seroice 
Donnie Minto 
Staten Island, New York 
A. B. P. E. arui Geography 
Bobbi J. Minix 
Winamac, Indiana 




Kay E. Neuman 
Cincinnati , Ohio 
B.S Biology 
Willie F. Newby 
Louisville 
B.S Biology 
Donald R. Newsome 
Plant City, Fla. 
A.B. Heallh and PE. 
Gwendolyn Newsome 
Melvin 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Donald H. Nicholls 
Greenup 
B.S Indus. Tech. 
Pamela M. Nichols 
Cynthiana 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
Wanda F. Nickel 
South Shore 
B.S Vocalional Home £C. 
Marsha H. Norris 
Ashland 
B.S. Horticulture 
Joyce A. O'Quinn 
Garrett 
B.A. Mathematics 
Claudia I. Osborne 
Myra 




Anita M. Palmer 
Ashland 
B.S Business Ed. 
Charlotte L. Parker 
Mt. Sterling 
B.A. Sociology 
Kathy A. Parkes 
Wheelersburgh, Ohio 
A.B. PE. and Special Ed. 
Evelyn Patton 
Whick 
A.B. English and Sociology 
Betsy W. Payne 
Wyoming, Ohio 
B. S Biology 
Lawrence R. Pelfrey 
Campton 
B.S InduS/rial Arts 
Mary F. Pence 
Cincinnati , Ohio 




Ann M. Pifer 
Louisville 
B.A. Elem. Ed. 
Carole A. Pleasant 
Henderson 
A. B. Sociology 
Jim P. Pope 
Wellston, Ohio 
A.B. History 
Lauren 1. Prasek 
Strongsville, Ohio 
A.B. Art 
Barbara A. Preston 
Ashland 
B.A. Elem. Ed. 
Gary E. Price 
Mt. Sterling 
B.A. History 
Larry E. Pritchard 
Crestview 
A. B. Psyclwlogy 
Margaret K. Pruitt 
Jamestown 
A.B. Heal1h 
Danny J. Qualls 
Ashland 
A.B. Speech and History 
Linda M. Racke 
Ft. Thomas 
B.A. Special Ed. 
Fred L. Raines 
Abbeville, S. Carolina 
B. S Agricul1ure 
Sandra K. Ratcliff 
Oldtown 
A. B. Geography and History 
Thomas 1. Rath 
Dayton 
B.S Industrial Arts 
Linda K. Raymer 
Louisville 
B.M.E. Music Ed. 
Joseph M. Rea 
Clarksburg, Ohio 





Oeborah S. Ruber 
Covingto n 
B.S. Business Ed. 
Robert O. Russell 
Ashland 
B.B.A . Accounting 
Oebbie L. Ryan 
Louisville 
B.A. Elem. Ed. 
Shelley L. Record 
Dover, De laware 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Cornelius A. Reed Jr. 
Lexington 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Raymond L. Reed 
Louisville 
M.R.E. Higher Ed. arui Business 
Lois A. Reeder 
Sauth Shore 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Roger O. Reese 
Norwood, Ohio 
B.A. Health arui P.E. 
Marsha M. Reichert 
Ashland 
B.s. Voc. Home Ec. 
Brenda L. Richardson 
Kellering, Ohio 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Thomas M. Rine 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
A.B. Political Science 
Beatrice Roberts 
Jackson 
B.A. Business Ed. 
Kenneth S. Rollins 
Lexington 
B.B.A. Business 
Vicki E. Rose 
Olive Hill 
B.A. Speech and Drama 
Vicki C. Rossell 
Harrodsburg 
A.B. Sociowgy 
Claudia E. Sartaine 
Olive Hill 
B. S. Secretarial Studies 
Connie L. Shoemaker 
New port 
A. B. Elem. Ed. 
Denni s J. Scholfield 
Newport 
B.S. Math 
Ted D. Schuttleworth 
Greenvi lle, Oh io 
B.M.E. Music 
Thomas R. Schweitzer 
Defi ance, Ohio 
B.S. Business Adm. 
Charles R. Simeral 
Charleston, W. Va. 
B. S. Biology 
Robert L. Ryan 
Louisville 
B.A. Elem Ed. 
Edith P. Sammons 
Russell 
B.A. English 
Doris A. Seilley 
Germantown 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Frank V. Sloan 
Russen 
B.A. Health and P.E. 
Lau ra L. Salyer 
Blaine 
B.S. Mathematics 
Robert E. Sanders 
Enon, Ohio 
B.A. Geography 
Deborah A. Sell meyer 
Amelia, Ohio 
A.B. EI"m. Ed. 
Ernest J. Slone 
Inez 
A. B. Social Science 
Teresa Sal yef 
Dayton, Ohio 
A.B. Sociology 
Sarah A. Sargent 
Dayton 




Debra A. Small wood 
Frenchburg 
B.A. Phys. Ed. 
Dale F. Smith 
Hebron, Ohio 
B.A. Health ami P.E. 
Kath y A. Smith 
East Norwich, N.Y. 
B.A. HPER 
Rheba A. Smith 
Hindman 
B.A. HPER 
Sand ra J . Sm ith 
Phelps 
B.A. Sociology 
Tommy Sta nforth 
Hillsboro, Ohio 
B.B.A. Business Adm. 
William B. Stanley 
McAndrews 
B.S. 
Ellen G. Stapleton 
South Shore 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
Karen L. Stapperfenne 
Covington 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. and P.E. 
Vernon L. Stapleton 
South Shore 
A.B. Journalism 
William H. Starner 
Cincinnati , Ohio 
B.A. English 
Judith A. Steele 
Dayton, Ohio 
B.A. Ekm. Ed. 
Keith A. Stegall 
South Vienna, Ohio 
B.S. Industrial Arts 
Deborah M. Stei n born 
Covington 
B.A. Art 
Gary L. Stephens 
Grayson 
B.5. Business 
Nancy R. Stephenson 
Worthington 
B.A. Ekm. Ed. 
Kathy L. Stowe 
Ashland 
B.A. E<h;cation 
Ceci l R. Sulliva n 
Falmouth 
A.B. English 
Olga K. Sullivan 
Falmouth 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
Ethel R. Swain 
Paintsville 
A.B. Ekm. Ed. 
Daniel R. Swan 
Fern Creek 
B.A. Psych. and Philosophy 
Linda A. Sykes 
Lakewood, N.Y. 
A.B. Art 
Sharon G. Tackett 
Inez 
B.A. Ekm. Ed. 







Herschel K. Taylor Jr. 
Morehead 
B.s. Business Adm. 
Thomsa M. Thompson 
Lexington 
A.B. Special Ed. 
Katherine J. Thornbury 
Ashland 
B.M.E. Music 
Carol A. Throckmorton 
Georgetown, Ohio 
B.A. Heauh 
Dennis C. Tolliver 
Neon 
B.S. Geography 
Bruce A. Trapp 
Butler 
A.B. His/ory 
Claris C. Turner 
Bypro 
A.B. Art 
Isaac W. Unseld 
Louisville 
B.A. Heauh arul P.E. 
Judy E. Vance 
Hope 
B.A. Ekm. Ed. 
Bobbie J. Vanhoose 
Paintsville 
B.A. Ekm. Ed. 
Janet L. VanHoose 
Prestonsburgh 
A. B. His/ory 
Patricia L. Wade 
Louisville 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Charlotte Walker 
Morehead 
A. B. Social Welfare 
James D. Walker 
Vi nton, Ohio 
B. S. Agriculture Ed. 
Teresa Ward 
Harla n 
B. A. Sociowgy 
Jerry L. Weir 
Middletown, Ohio 
A. B. Geography 
Chuc k R. Whitaker 
Sa lye rsville 
B. A. Geography 
Toni J. Ward 
Ashland 
A. B. English 
Sa ndra K. Welch 
Va nceburg 
A. B. English 
Ann T. Whi te 
Paris 
A. B. Elem. Ed. 
Polly A. Watson 
Clay City 
B.A. Hislory and Geography 
Carlos R. Wells 
Webbville 
B. 5. Agricullure Ed. 
Fred W. White 
Sharpsbu rg 
B. 5. Agricullure Ed. 
Alfred J. Walls 
Harlan 
B. 5. Business Ed. 
Thomas E. We nrick 
Tipp City, Oh io 
B.B.A. Business Management 
Judith E. White 
Kette ring, Ohio 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
John A. Weaver 
Tipp City, Ohio 
A. B. Phys. Ed. 
Donna N . West 
Louisa 
A. B. Elem. Ed. 






Wallace E. Wolf 
Dayton, Ohio 
B.A. HPER 
James E. Wright 
Louisville 
B.M.E. Music Ed. 
Ray Woolum 
Chillicothe, Ohio 
B.B.A . Accounting 
Teresa G. Yaden 
London 
B.A . Histmy 
Mona P. Williams 
Rutland, Ohio 
A.B. Elem. Ed. and Special Ed. 
Roland E. Williams 
. Milwaukee, Wise. 
B.A. Sociology 





B.B.A. Bus. Adm. 
Chris H. Wilson 
Marion, Ohio 
B.S. Math and Accounting 
Michael E. Wiseman 
Louisville 
B.B.A. Business 
Robert A. Williams 
Blaine 
B.S. Agriculture and Health 
and p. E. 
Douglas D. Wilson 
Peebles, Ohio 
B.A. 
Mary L. Yager 
Toledo, Ohio 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Shirley A. Yankie 
Lynchburg, Ohio 
A.B. Elem. Ed. 
Thomas E. Yellowine 
Middletown 
A.B. l oumalismandArt 
Douglas V. Young 
Peekskill, New York 
A.B. HPER 
Brett D. Zerby 
Burbank , Alaska 




Linda D. Adkins 
Greenup 
Susan R. Adkins 
Catlettsburg 
Juniors 
Billy D. Abner 
Stanton 
Linda J. Adams 
Wurtland 
Alice A. Adewoye 
Ogbomosho. Western Nigeria 
Angela E. Adkins 
South Shore 
Danny L. Adkins 
Center Morichis. New York 
Gary Adkins 
Greenup 
Charles E. Ak i ns 
Dayton 
Deborah R. Alfrey 
Clearfield 




Debra R. Belcher 
Elkhorn City 
C. Jeanine Bentley 
South Shore 
Mary F. Bevins 
Phy ll is 
Debbz K. Andres 
Cinti., Ohio 
Carl R. Ankrom 
Prestonsburg 
Tom A. Armstrong 
Wilmington, Ohio 
Helen J. Arnett 
Salyersville 
Susan F. Arnett 
Salyersville 
James L. Ashby 
Shelbyville 
Pamela 1. Ayres 
Manchester, Ohio 
David L. Back 
Jackson 
Ruth M. Back 
Grayson 
Karl R. Badgett Jr. 
Louisville 
Patric ia A. Bangert 
Oak Hill, Ohio 









New Madison, Ohio 
Jerry P. Battistello 
Allex 
Rebecca M. Bauer 
Marietta, Ohio 
Phillip L. Bear 
Greenup 






Thomas R. Brill 
Barnesville, Ohio 
Durwood H. Britt le 
Louisvi ll e 
William B. Brown 
Sacramento, Calif. 
Dauna L. Browning 
Cinti., Ohio 
James R. Bryan 
Elizabethtown 




Stephen L. Blair 
Louisville 
Nathan K. Birdwhistell 
Lawrenceburg 
Brenda S. Blankenship 
Hazel Green 
Randall L. Bonzo 
Ironton , Ohio 
Sherry L. Bowe 
Catlettsburg 
Tessa 1. Bishop 
Paris 
Beverly G. Buckner 
Lexington 
George R. Burgess Jr. 
Morehead 
Vi etta M. Bolden 
May's Lick 
Cynthia J. Burgoyne 
Springfield, Ohio 
Janice L. Burkhart 
Springboro, Ohio 
Brooke E. Breedlove 
Chardon, Ohio 
Carolyn A. Busby 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Manzel S. Bush 
Lexington 
Diane M. Butorac 
North Canton, Ohio 
Philip E. Butts 
New Madison, Ohio 
Robert Byrd II 
Bellaire, Ohio 
Donna M. Campbell 
Plant City, Florida 
Shirley Campbell 
Leburn 






Charles C. Chan 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
Nancy L. Christensen 
Fremont, Ohio 








Leslie K. Colegrove 
Worthington 
Carol E. Coleman 
Richmond, Virginia 
Phillip R. Collins 
Wayland 
Barry L. Combs 
Garrett 
Christine D. Conrad 
Xenia, Ohio 








Connie C. Cox 
M anchester, Ohio 
Connie E. Crabtree 
Lexington 
David M. Craft 
Paintsv ille 
Teresa A. Craft 
Wurt land 
James D. Cra ig 
Miamisburg, Ohio 
Joletta L. Crank 
Olive Hi ll 
Deborah L. Criswell 
Columbus, Ohio 
Joyce E. Crouch 
Dunbar, W. Va . 
Kathleen M. Curran 
Louisvi lle 
Bonnie L. Daughe rt y 
Higginsport, Ohio 
Jeffrey W. Davidson 
Hanover, Penn. 




Diane L. Dawson 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Gay le A. Dencil 
Louisville 
Susan E. DeS pain 
Maysville 
Steven E. Devoto 
Fort Thomas 
Susan E. Dibert 
Elmore, Ohio 
Gerald L. Dotso n 
Versa illes 
Donald G. Dowdy 
Ashland 
Steven R. Dunk in 
Peebles, Ohio 
Jud y Dyer 
Salyersvi lle 
Les lie 1. Easterling 
Oldtown 
David T. Elliott 
Springfield, Ohio 
Dale C. Emmons 
Hillsboro 
Karen S. Endicott 
Inez 
Kurt D. Engelhardt 
Morehead 
Dia ne L. Engels 
Florence 
Georgia A. Epling 
Breaks, Virginia 
Jacque line F. Evans 
Weeksbury 
Bradley C. Fahrney 
Dayton, Ohio 
Jacquelyn S. Feasel 
Fremont, Ohio 
Elaine M. Feder 
Dernossville 
Dorothy D. Feldman 
Lancaster 
Nettie L. Ferguson 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Constance M. Ferris 
Georgetown, Ohio 
Joseph W. Fischer 
Louisville 
Beverly L. Fitzgerald 
Waynesboro, Virginia 
James R. Fitzpatrick 
Ha7-3.rd 
Anita S. Fleming 
Morehead 
Christine C. Forman 
Morehead 
Linda S. Frantz 
Frankfort 
Burt H. Froehlich 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Sharon B. Fryman 
Cynthiana 
Frank T. Fugate 
Drift 
Fred C. Fugate 
Jackson 
Mary L. Fugate 
Jackson 
Lisa A. Gaitskill 





William H. Gaunce 
Carlisle 
Gary V. Gaylor 
Silver Spring, Maryland 
Sandy M. Gee 
Springfield, Ohio 
Marc T. Gilbert 
Falmouth 
Sharon K. Gillespie 
Ashland 
Michael W. Gillman 
Harrison , Ohio 
Joseph M. Gilman 
Shelbyville 
Harold D. Goff 
Elkhorn City 
Daniel T. Graham 
Buffalo, New York 
Mary J . Graham 
Campton 
Mary J . Gray 
Greenville, Ohio 
Teresa D. Gray 
Hardin 
Martha S. Greer 
James A. German 
Greenup 
Myron D. Gibson 
Greenup 
Wilma E. Gibson 
Sand y Hook 
Marsha A. Griffith 
Greenup 
Barbara L. Groeber 
Plainview, New York 




Joretta L. Guthrie 
Dayton, Ohio 
Li nda J. Habern 
Ashland 
Carl W. Haight 
Grayson 




Georgia P. Hale 
Decoy 
Francis M. Hall 
Morehead 




Trudy E. Hamrick 
Ripley, Ohio 
Walter M. Hanks 
Vicco 
Alice T. Hardison 
Dayton, Ohio 
James T. Harmon 
Grove City, Ohio 
Bill Y. Harris 
Seaman, Ohio 
Patty A. Harris 
Bellevue 
Stephen E. Hartzell 
Newlebanon, Ohio 
Jane C. Harvey 
West Liberty 
Darryl L. Hayes 
Ebanon, Ohio 






Suzanne E. Herrold 
Mt. Wolf, Penn. 
William E. Hesch 
ft. Thomas 
Charles W. Hicks 
Wayland 
Gena L. Hilton 
Bloomfield 
Anthony A. Hines 
Valley Station 
Janice J. Hill 
Ham ilton, Ohio 
Carlotta S. Holbrook 
Louisa 
Glen D. Holbrook 
White Oak 
Darrell K. Hollingsworth 
Clarksville, Ohio 
Patricia A. Hopkins 
Independence 
David D. Hornbec k 
Owenton 
Bruce W. Houghton 
New Richmond, Ohio 
Sherrell K. Howard 
Sandy Hook 
Phy llis R. Hubbard 
Morehead 
John M. Hume 
Lawrenceburg 
Anne K. Hurs t 
Carlisle, Pe nn . 
Roberta L. Hutchinson 
West Libe rty 
Jon L. Irvine 
Cedarvi lle, Ohio 
Denny C. Jackson 
Milton 
Christina M. Jacoby 
Westerville, Ohio 
Mollie L. Johnson Thomas D. Johnson 
Ashland Louisv ille 
Pamela S. Johnson Donna L. Jones 
Greenup Cynth iana 
Sharon L. Johnson Nancy E. Jones 
Sand y Hook Peebles, Oh io 
Alfred C. Johnson 
West Libe rty 
Ann C. Johnson 
Maysville 
Anna R. Johnson 
Wheelwright 
Edward W. Johnson 
Dayton, Ohio 
Leona E. Johnson 
Louisville 
Michelle K. J ohnson 
Camden, Ohio 
Sharon D. Justice 
Wurtland 
Linda R. Kabage 
Ashland 
Kathleen K. Kearns 
Worthington 
Juniors 
Linda L. Keide rling John J. Kennedy Karen E. Kibler 
Mountainside, N.J. Louisvi lle Temple Hills, Md. 
Kath y A. Ke iper Joyce A. Kennedy Lawrence N. Kindred 
Columbia, Penn. Plain fi eld, Ind. Lex ington 
James W. Ke ll y James H. Kernohan Kathy M. King 




Marita L. Kinnaird 
Louisville 




Debra K. Kitchen 
Pikeville 
Sharon F. Knight 
West Un ion , Ohio 
Kathryn R. Kuhn 
Erlanger 
Alice M. Lambert 
Florence 
John R. Lambert 
Ironton, Ohio 
Clayton T. Lane 
Sha rpsburg 
Rosal yn S. Lawson 
LaGrange 
Barbara K. Layne 
Salyersv ille 
Deborah L. LeForce 
Newport 
Peggy S. Lemon 
Oak Hill , Ohio 








Judy N. Logan 
Georgetown 
Commodore D. Long 
Campton 
Jerome L. Mahin 
Louisvi lle 
Douglas M. McCray 
Cincinnati, Oh io 
Penn y G. McDowell 
Wurtland 
Diana L. McEwa n 
Ashland 
Bill y K. McGuire 
South Shore' 
Ellen E. Mcintee 
Louisvi lle 
Roberta C. McKenzie 
Morehead 
Roger C. McKenzie 
Morehead 
Janice K. Meadows 
Wallingford 
Dennis J. Merriman 
Ludlow 




PalEy A. Mart in 
Jeffersonville 
William A. Martin Jr. 
Chambersburg, Pen n. 
Linda C. Mason 
West Liberty 
Carl J. Masters 
Ezel 
Denise A. Matson 
Xenia, Ohio 
Rebecca J. Matthews 
Chillicothe, Ohio 
Thurlin T. Maynard 
Allex 






Dian e L. Meure r 
Louisv ill e 
Mike M eyer 
Flo Thomas 
James M eyt'rs 
Daylon 

















Louisv ill e 
Carol yn Mullins 





Patric ia Mullins 
Dorton 







West Jefferson. Ohio 
Ches Nava 
Louisvi lle 











Marysvi lle. Ohio 
Nicho las Nighswa nder 























Mary O ld field 
Ezel 
Aletha Osborne 











Deborah Perry Deborah Plummer Sherry Poweleit 
Peebles, Ohio Da yton, Ohio Newport 
Jo Phillips Billie Post Linda Prather 
Olive 1·lill Langley Georgetown 
Donna Preece Mary Quinlan 
Inez Smithfie ld 
W. Gerald Purce ll Janis Rachford 





Beve rly Ratliff 


































































Marilyn S. Smith 
South Salem. Ohio 
Cynthia M. Seagraves 
Ashland 
Mark A. Seay 
Tipp City. Ohio 
Jane S. Shafer 
Kettering, Ohio 
Kathryn A. Sharp 
Zanesville , Ohio 
Robert L. Sharp 
Zanesville, Ohio 
Lynda S. Shearer 
Lawrenceburg 
Robert F. Shearer 
Georgetown 









Vienna, W. Va. 
Gra nt Steve nson 
South Portsmouth 




Mary S lone 
Ashland 
Rick Slullz 
Scoll sburg, Indiana 
Ronald Tac keLt 
Flatwoods 
All en Ta ylor 
Gran t's Lick 
Patrice Sorenson 
Columbus, Ohio 
Joe Spa rks 
Bclfrey 

























Gall ipolis, Ohio 
















Sa ll y Virgin 
Ashland 
Ph yllis Von Sirohe 
Southgate 
Debora h Wade 
Norwood . Ohio 
Steven Wade 
Morehead 









Knoxvill e, Tennessee 
Shiela Wallace 
Dayton , Ohio 
Patrick Wa lters 






Tipp Ci ty, Ohio 
Ch ri s W cndel n 
Va ndalia, Ohio 
Victor Wharton 




West Milton, Ohio 
Patsy Williams 
Paintsville 
Pau la Williams 
Livonia. Michigan 
















Lucian Yates III 
Harrodsburg 
Roxanne Yeoman 









Barbara L. Accordino 
Louisville 
Brenda D. Adams 
Owingsville 
Danny B. Adams 
Barnetts Creek 
Jack ie C. Adams 
Bonnie A. Adkins 
Williamson, W. Va. 
Sharon R. Ailiff 
Williamson, W. Va. 
Dianna L. Alexa nde r 
Ft. Thomas 
Betty J. Allen 
Campton 
Gary L. Altizer 
Patriot , Ohio 
Lisa Be. Amburgey 
Mt. Sterling 
Christie R. Ankrom 
Prestonsbu rg 
Gerald T . An thony 
Oregon, Oh io 
Kathleen L. Applegate 
laG range 
Robert B. Arnett 
Sal yersville 
Winni e J. Arnett 
Salyersvi ll e 
Tomm y E. Baker 
Greenup 
Julia A. Ball 
Mansfield , Ohio 
Brenda L. Barlow 
Coal Grove, Ohio 
jennifer S. Baron 
Findlay, Ohio 





Alice L. Bennington 
Wheelersburg, Ohio 
Barbara G. Bentley 
j en kins 
CarmciiLa Bentley 
Carr Creek 
Pamela S. Bentl ey 
Coal Grove, Ohio 
Michael W. Beverl y 
Wise, Virginia 
Glenn R. Blafie ld 
Pleasant Valley, New York 
Andrea B. Blair 
Paintsville 
james D. Blair 
Wes t Van Lear 
Judith L. Blevins 
Ris ing Sun , Md. 
Matilda Blevins 
Cherokee 
Stuart T. Blev ins 
Phelps 
Michael K. Boerge r 




Christine A. Block 
Louisville 
Donna R. Bolander 
Wheelersburg, Ohio 
Paul R. Boyd 
Louisville 
Robert J. Breitmeyer 
Mt. Clemens, Mich. 
Joseph R. Brown 
Louisville 
Robert F. Brown 
Erlanger 
Vicki L. Brown 
Mt. Sterling 
Brenda K. Bryant 
Danville 
Christina L. Buck 
Ellicott City, Md. 
Adrian D. Buckles 
Glendale 
Jean C. Burkart 
Ft. Thomas 
Sally E. Burkhart 
Springboro, Oh io 
C. David Burnett 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Susan A. Busick 
Richmond, Ind. 








Larry E. Casada 
Sharonvi lle, Ohio 
Debra L. Caud ill 
Winchester 
Cheryl E. Cornelle 
Pikeville 
Linda K. Cottle 
West Liberty 
Cynthia A. Courson 
San Antonio , Texas 
Chris E. Cro pp 
Mt. Sterling 










Teresa M. Demarest 
Lexington 
T imothy D. Deneh 
Louisville 
Beverly A. Donnell y 
Worthington 
William J. Cheap 
Louisville 
Melva D. Chugg 
Winchester 
Stanley C. Ci rcle 
Oak Hill. Ohio 
Donna S. Clark 
Judy A. Coleman 
Louisa 






Ginn y Co nyers 
Hamilton , Ohio 







Donna A. Dreihaus 
Ft. Thomas 
Judith K. Dunn 
Versailles 
Sheridan M. Dunn 
Burgin 
Nathan A. Edmondson 
Lawrenceburg 
Beverly J. Elam 
West Liberty 
Debra A. Elkins 
Hatfield 
Linda J. Elliot 
Covington 
Mark El y 
Dayton. Ohio 
Pat K. Ethington 
Simpsonville 
David C. Evans 
Franklin. Ohio 
Thomas A. Faig 
Cincinnati, Ohio 




Audrey A. Fa rmer 
Bowen 
John C. Fearis 
Maysville 
Joyce R. Feder 
DeMossvi lie 
Na ncy L. Ferguson 
Grassy Creek 
Marietta C. Fish 
PitLsburg h, Pe nn. 
Pau l E. Fisher 
Da yton , Ohio 










Karen C. F lowers 
Louisv ille 
Diana K. Forbes 
Sou th Shore 
Ci ndy L. Fos ter 
Oak Hill , Ohio 
Kathy G. Fos te r 
Co rinth , Miss. 
Tf' l"csa C. Fraley 
H('Jl(/erso n 
Charles E. Freels 
Toledo, Ohio 




AI J. Geiger 
Simpsonville 
SIp,phen D. George 
West Jefferson, Ohio 
Brenda K. Gibson 
Gallipo lis . Ohio 
Michael B. Gi lbert 
Falmouth 
Ja net M. Godsey 
Burlington 
Carole J. Cui ns 
Alexa ndria 
Richard V. Gorton 
Faye tt ev ille. New York 
ScolL R. G race 
Owensboro 
Robbi n R. Groh 
Cin cinnati , Ohio 
Ala n C. Hale 
Ci nci nnati, Ohio 
Jea nette Ham ilton 
Ashla nd 
Mi ldred M. Ha mm 
Morehead 
Robert W. H ancock 
Louisv ille 
Susan C. H arding 
Mt. Olivet 
Sall y A. Ha rl an 
Fai rdale 
Gerry E. Harstine 
Akron, Ohio 
Mitchell C. Hatter 
Crestview Hills 
John W. Hensley 
Covington 
Frank M. Henson 
Cynthiana 
Dianna He rndon 
Lexington 
lannie M. Hewetson 
Ft. Thomas 
Rita M. Hicks 
Harrison, Ohio 
James C. Higdon 
Lebanon 
Reuben B. Higgins 
Coal Grove, Ohio 
Donald G. Hillman 
Louisa 
Andrea K. Hilton 
Bloomfield 
J. Anthon y Hinton 
Falmouth 
Michael J. Hinton 
Marion , Ohio 
David A. Hobbs 
Erlanger 
Steve R. Hoersting 
Fl. Mitchell 
Deborah K. Holbrook 
Millstone 
Teresa A. Holbrook 
Ashland 
Wayne D. Hood 
Ashland 
Helen B. Howard 
Batavia, Ohio 
Kathy L. Howard 
Cannel City 
Jacquelyn B. Howe 
Grange City 










Sandra R. Huffman 
Raceland 
Jean T. Hughes 
Concord 
Lloyd S. Hughes 
Bowen 
Aledia J. Hunt 
Grund y, Virginia 
Pau la Hurand 
Steubenvill e. Ohio 
Cathryn Hurst 
Louisvi lle 
Connie L. Ison 
Ca ney 
Benni e W. Jackson, Jr. 
Louisv ille 
Michael D. Jackson 
Troy, Ohio 
Jenifer K. Jacoby 
Westervi lle, Ohio 
Kalawese V. James 
Wh eelwright 
Thomas A. Jarvis 
Berea, Ohio 
Ralph B. ]esseJf. 
Milford, Ohio 
Gary C. Jones 
Midway 
Deborah L. Johnson 
Gallipoli s, Ohio 
Janet L. Jones 
Paris 
Debb M. Jones 
Columbia 
Louis M. Jones 
Frankfort 
Mark A. Kankski 
MOllt'SSCIl. Pa. 
Michael W. Kash 
Va leria 
[}.vaync J. Kaufman 
Cecil , Pa. 
Brian]. Keefe 
E. Meadow, N.Y. 
Jack ie Kces 
Alexandria 
Vicki L. Keith 
Carroll ton 
Sophomores 
Clarcnce D. Kclcy 
Louisville 
Susan L. Keller 
Kellevue 
Karen A. Kelly 
Columbus, Ohio 
Mark 1. Ken nedy 
Louisvi lle 
Mildred E. Keppler 
Chillicothe, Ohio 




Brenda S. Kimbler 
Blaine 
Susa n J. King 
Dayton, Ohio 
Debbie L Kinman 
Erlanger 
Gary W. Kirk 
Louisa 




Fran cine J. Krieger 




Bill y D. Lambert 
Ironton, Ohio 
Mark E. Lane 
Lexington 
G. Brent Lange 
Piqua , Ohio 
Rebecca J. Larrigan 
South Shore 
Kcnda L. Lee 
Lamar, Missouri 
Sherry L. Lester 
Blaine 
David Leung 
Canto n, China 
Barbara L. Lewis 
Wheelwright 
Roge r A. Liles 
Vanceburgh 
James F. Lord 
Louisvi lle 
Barbara L. Lother 
Ft. Thomas 
Edwin D. Lowder 
South Shore 
Betty Y. Lowe 
Turkey Creek 
Robert L. Lust 
Bucyrus. Ohio 
Donna F. Lyden 
Lou isv ille 
Cheryl Lykins 
West Libe rty 
French C. Mabe III 
Jenkins 
John S. Macken 
Rockville Centre, N.Y. 
Judy L. Maggard 
Springfield , Ohio 
Rellc l L. Mann 
Harrodsbu rg 
Peter C. Marcum 
Louisville 
Arll~ ne R. Martin 
Prestonsburg 
I fa. E. Massie II 
Lex ing ton 
Linda Mattingly 
Cincinnati , Ohio 
Kathleen 1. Mattis 
Lewisburg, Ohio 
Gail 1. Maujean 
Cincinnati , Ohio 
Daniel G. McDaniel 
I-iammen;ville, Ohio 
Kalh y C. McDonnell 
Ph oeni xv ill e. Pa. 
Deborah L. McFarland 
Ashland 
Cynlhia E. McMillian 
Wahon 
Donna E. McNabb 
Cynthiana 
Marshall A. McNeely 
Morehead 
Co nni e R. Meranda 
Clarksville, Ohio 
James D. McGlone 
Olive Hill 
Phillip L. McGlone 
Oli ve Hill 
Barb A. McGown 
Norlh Salem, Ind. 










Mary L. Meranda 
Xen ia, Ohio 
Patsy J. Meyer 
Cov ington 




Char les D. Moore 
Inez 
Jamps H. Moo rman 
Louisville 
Debora h S. Morse 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Cy nthia A. Moullt 
Ly rchburg, Ohio 
Patric ia A. Mullins 
Mt. S terling 
Rhonda L. Mu ll ins 
Fran klin Furnace, Oh io 
Bre nda R. Murray 
New Bosto n, Ohio 
Kev in R. Murray 
Roches te r, N.Y. 
Kenneth A. Myers 
SI. Cla irsv ille, O hio 
Mark K. Mye rs 
Dayto n 
Ma rsha L. Na il 
Mo rrow, Ga. 
Anthoney J . Naboli 
Duquesne, Pa. 
Sheila A. Nebli tt 
Louisvi ll e 
Jud y G. Nickles 
De ma 
Robi n L. Niday 
Ga ll ipolis, Oh io 
John T. Noll 
Southga te 
Danna L. Nuon 
Louisville 
E. Dennis Nunnelley 
Midway 
Marjorie L. O'Connor 
Louisvi lle 
I va L. Osborne 
Pikeville 
Sondra L. Overholser 
Greenville, Ohio 
Perry D. Owe ns 
Pikev ille 
Beverly L. Pack 
Louisa 
Patty S. Patrick 
Salyersville 
Kathy J. Paxton 
Greensburg 




Ben A. Peasah 
New Tako, Ghana 
Billy V. Pennington 
Sandy Hook 
Margaret E. Petway 
Louisville 
lane A. Pierce 
Satellite Beach, Fla. 
Victor W. Pinion 
Columbus, Ohio 
Robert A. Ploeger 
North Bellmore, N.Y. 
Deborah A. Powers 
Covington 
Sophomores 
Deby K. Prater 
Homer, Mich. 





Patric ia A. Pugh 
Feds Creek 
Christine A. Raimoncle 
W esterv ille. Ohio 
Andrea L. Ra lph 
I ronton, Ohio 
Dactha J. Rankin 
Lt 'x ington 
Kev in C. Rase 
Minford , Ohio 
Marc T. Ray 
Jeffersontown 
Patti 1. Rea r(1t~., 
Elma, New York 
Tom F. Redmon 
Bardstown 
Deborah K. Reed 
Salyersvi lle 
Jud y A. Re id 
Lou isv ille 
Harriet A. Re ising 
Louisv ille 
Michele B. Reve ll 
Co ld Spring 
Stephen E. Rey nolds 
Mt. Sterling 
Ella M. Ri ce 
Flemingsburg 
Theresa E. Rice 
Cat lettsburg 
Elizabeth E. Richards 
Norfolk, Virginia 
Pamela C. Richards 
Covinbrton 
Thomas A. Richards 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
R. Bruce Richardso n 
Shreveport, La . 
Barbara M. Ridenbaugh 
Hea th, Ohio 
Rilta L. Ridley 
Louisv ille 
RobcrI A. Riley 
Dublin. Ireland 
Bruce N. Rindoks 
Ham mond , Ind . 
Mark Rinker 
Springfi eld , Ohio 
Patricia L. Robertson 
Erlanger 
Louise J. Robi nson 
London 
Sophomores 
William C. Rock 
Cumberland, Md. 
J . William Rodgers 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Celia A. Roe 
West Liberty 
Leslyn A. Root 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Rebecca L. Rose 
Lexington 
Debbie L. Ross 
Cincinnati , Ohio 
Darryl L. Ruark 
Vanceburg 
Mark G. Ruffner 
Hallstead, Pa. 
Pamela J. Ruley 
OliveHill 
Carolyn S. Runner 
Salt Lick 
She ila B. Sac7.alski 
Owingsville 
Steve A. Sallee 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
Dallas F. Sammon!; 
Prestonsbu rg 





Kent A. Schmitt 
Louisvi lle 
Nancy L. Schnitzker 
Ashland 
Sharon L. Schools 
Columbus, Ohio 
Sue A. Sc hroer 
Batavia, Ohio 
Sue S. ScOII 
Cinc innati , Ohio 
John Sewell 
Olive Hill 
Roy G. Shields 
Owingsville 
Connie S. Shirrell 
Frankfort 
Anthony W. Sil vey 
Vanceburg 
Julia A. Simpson 
Coa l Grove, Ohio 
Shelley L. Sisson 
Cleves, Ohio 
Henry G. Skidmore 
Sta nton 
Jane R. Sluss 
Beauty 
Loretta M. Sluss 
Beauty 
Donna J. Small 
Louisville 
Dinah D. Smiley 
Prestonsburg 
Beverly J. Smith 
Erlanger 
Clara E. Sm ith 
Louisville 
William J. Sartaine 
Olive Hill 
Gary W. Schardein 
Louisville 
Dav id A. Songer 
Paintsvi ll e 
Valerie D. Soward 
Maysville 
Lau ra K. Sowde r 
Williamstown 
Ella S. S parks 
Morehead 
Henry L. Sparks 
Baline 
Joyce K. Sparks 
Belfry 
Thomas N. Sparks 
Mt. Olivet 
James W. Spears 
Dan vill e 
Sophomores 
Robert V. Spicer 
Jackson 
Kath y D. Spille r 
Bethe l, Ohio 




Ralph C. Sta nton, Jr. 
Lex ington 





Lesley J. Stepp 
Williamson, W. Va. 
John D. Study 
Littles town , Pa. 
Richard Stumpf 
Springfield, Ohio 




Margie D. Tackett 
East Point 
Kaye L. Tarter 
Nancy 
Cynthia M. Thomas 
Corbin 
Edwina S. Thomas 
Oak Hill , Ohio 
Sandy L. Thomas 
Xenia, Ohio 
Deborah K. Thompson 
Ashland 
Darlene F. Turner 
Springfield, Ohio 
Amelia N. Webb 
Mout h Card 
D iana L. Weddington 
West Li berty 
Rona ld Well ma n 
Hardy 
Jud ith E. Welsh 
Derwood, Md. 
Pamela J. Welsh 
Cin cinnati, Ohio 
Marjorie S . We ntz 
Morehead 
Te rri J. Turner 
Jackson , Ohio 
Jean A. Tussey 
Richmond 
Robert E. Ullery 
Bowli ng Green 
Nancy K. VanArsdol 
Erlanger 
Dann y K. Vandi vier 
Harrodsburg 
Jenn y K. Va rney 
Matewan, W. Va. 
Ka rl yn R. Vice 
Ca rli sle 
Deborah A. Voiers 
South Shore 
John F. Wade III 
Spri ngfie ld, Ohio 
Gary J. Wagne r 
Independence 
Don na M. Wallace 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Lu A. Wallace 
Louisa 
Ri ta D. Waller 
Elkhorn City 
Jeffrey A. Ward 
Ashland 






Dea nna E. Wills 
T rotwood, Ohio 
Teena K. Wilson 
ML. Sterling 
Den nis J. Wiwi 
H arri son, Ohio 
Pamela E. Wolf 
Mason, Ohio 
David A. Wood 
Fra nkfort 
Sha ron K. Woodring 
Louisville 
Wayne A. Works 
Independence 
Bre ll A. Wright 
Frankfort 
Jerry W. Yonls 
Hazard 
Fay Young Jr. 
Lexington 
Debra L. Zuern 
Weeksbury 
Maril yn We therell 
Pi ckerington , Ohio 
K. Neal Wheeler 
Ashland 
Susan E. While 
Loya ll 
Cherie L. Wiggi ns 
Mt. Clemens, Mich. 
Larry M. Wiley 
Cy nthiana 
David J . Wilhelm 
Cedar Grove, Ind . 
Les lie L. Williams 
Morehead 
Re ba A. Williams 
Mayking 
Anne E. Wills 
Loya ll 
Freshtnen 
Constance E. Abe ll 
Scituate. Mass. 
Virginia M. Abrunzu 
Harrodsburg 
Larry E. Adams 
Ashland 
Michelle Adams 
Colu mbus, Ohio 
Richa rd W. Adams 
Whitesburg 





Barbara S. Bachmcycr 
Walton 
Van A. Baldwin 
Gra yson 
Mary K. Ba lli ngal 
Mt. Oli vet 
JanH's C. Barker 
Mort'head 
Glen n E. Barlow 
HI:idclbcrg, W. German 
M. David Barnett 
Grange City 
Randal D. Bart ley 
Elkhorn Cit y 
Pamela A. Bea tt y 
Monroe, Ohio 
Douglas D. Beckham 
Louisville 
Michael A. Beebe 
Cheshire, Ohio 
James R. Ahea rn 
Westwood 
Yong Ok Ahn 
E lkhorn City 
Teresa A. Akers 
Dana 
Claudia D. Alexander 
Milford, Oh io 
Gwcncth J. Alleman 
Chambe rsbu rg, Pa. 
Susan J. Allen 
Morehead 
An thony R. Allison 
Louisv ille 
Bonnie K. Anderson 
Morehead 
Deborah L. Anderson 
Elkhorn City 
Daryl J. Angel 
Cov ington 
Harry W. Ant hony 
Xenia, Ohio 
Margaret L. Applegate 
laGrange 
Robert L. Armstrong 
Daytona Beach, f la. 
Narda Arnett 
Royalton 
Angelia K. Arnold 
Perryv ille 
Harry T. Arnold 
Frankfort 
Randy D. Bledsoe 
Mt. Ste rling 
Linda J . Blocher 
Greenville , Ohio 
Betty L. Bond 
Oli ve Hill 
Alan G. Bell 
Dry Ridge 
Candace M. Bell 
Lakeland, Fla. 
Anthony R. Ben nett 
Maysville 
David K. Bennett 
Maysville 
Joan E. Bennett 
London 
Steve R. Ben nett 
Liverpool, N.Y. 




W. Richard Bewley 
Elizabethtown 
William D. Bickett 
Lebanon 
Phillip K. Bishop 
Pineville 




Janet S. Blair 
Ashland 





Patricia L. Bond Rodney H. Boord 
OliveHill Charleroi, Pa. 
Kenneth L. Bonnell Julie Booth 
SI. Clairsvi lle, Ohio Highland, Ind. 
Artimese Booker Elizabeth B. Bottom 
Hardy Harrodsburg 
360 
Vicki L. Botts 
MI. Sterling 
William G. Bowe 
Ashland 
Charles T. Bowen 
Charlestown, Ind. 
Eric A. Brcde meycr 
FI. Thomas 
Mary S. Brent 
Huntington , W. Va. 
Sheila R. Brewer 
Hazel Creen 
Luann E. Brooks 
London 
Richard K. Brooks 
Garrison 
Susan L. Broomall 
OliveHill 
Connie S. Bowers Mary L. Box Gayle B. Boyles 
Eldorado, Ohio Cynthiana Louisville 
Steve C. Bowling Wilma Boyd Michael L. Brack 
Louisville Maysville Paris 
Candace S. Bowmer Byron K. Boyers Randall Brandenburg 
Russe ll Springs Cynthiana Beattyville 
Dois E. Brown 
Jenkins 
Mi chael A. Brown 
N. Vernon, Ind. 
Gloria J. Bush 
Oldtown 
Beth M. Byers 
Os trand er, Ohi o 
Trud y L. Byers 
Louisville 
Richard C. Brown Susan L. Brown 
Mt. Gilead, Ohio Columbus, Ind. 
Sa ll y A. Brown Ma rsha D. Brunner 
Covington Ports mouth, Ohio 
Christine Buckley Gregory A. Burden 
Knights town, Ind. Cynthiana 
Oger L. Buckner Jennifer Burkich 
Louisv ill e Whitesburg 
Freshmen 
Wanda J. Burrus 
Wi nchester 
Richard A. Burton 
Grayson 
Claire L. Caldwell 
Georgetown 
Harold E. Calhoun 
Louisville 





Donna L. Campbell 
Oreland, Pa. 
Miriam A. Ca mpbell 
Lewistown 
James S. Capps 
Middletown 
Deborah L. Carpenter 
Jackson 
Jennifer L. Carter 
Inez 
Dennis W. Cla ypool 
Newark, Ohio 
Lana L. Clevenger 
Sa nd y Hook 
Cheryl L. Clore 
Ludlow 
Donna M. Cochran 
Russell 
James R. Cochran J r. 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Ruby L. Clark 
Owenton 
William C. Cassady 
Pilgrim 
Julia M. Chadwick 
Xenia 
Carla S. Chance 
Crittenden 
Anthony W. Chaney 
Elizabethtown 
Herbert A. Chapman 
Reynoldsburg, Ohio 
Phyllis L. Chapman 
Ft. Mitchell 
Sherry K. Chapman 
South Shore 
Bobbie C. Clark 
Winchester 
Gloria J. Clawson 
Dayton, Ohio 
Connie D. Collinsworth 
Ezel 
Joyce E. Collive r 
MI. Sterling 
Je ffrey B. Conley 
Marlin 
Linda L. Conn 
Morehead 
Cons tance S. Con nelly 
Ft. Thomas 
John S. Conrad 
Falmouth 
John B. Coomes Jr. 
Bardstown 
Gary R. Cooper 
Park f ores t, III. 
Cyn thia D. Corbin 
Heath, Ohio 
Larry E. Cordle 
Blaine 
Linda A. Cochran 
Gall ipo lis, Ohio 
Maril yn K. Coe 
Chillicothe, Ohio 
Caro lyn S. Coleman 
Pikeville 
Trecia E. Coleman 
Pikeville 
Katherine E. Collier 
Harrodsburg 
Cova W. Cornell 
Morehead 
Paul D. Courtney 
Louisa 
Johnn y C. Cox 
Flem ingsburg 
Alfrella Cra ft 
Fo raker 






Cinda J. Crawford 
Flemingsburg 
Marga ret A . Creevy 
FI. Thomas 
Mary M. Crockett 
Frankfo rt 
Sharon R. Crouch 
Owingsv ille 
Lecann R. Crusie 
Gree nfie ld, Ohio 
Cynthia L. Cunningham 
Loui svill e 
Pamela K. Cupp 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Vera L. Curry 
Betsy Lane 
Sarah M. Damro n 
Elizabethtown 
Wi ll iam N. Danie ls 
Freehold , N.J . 
Barbara K. Danner 
Oli ve Hill 
Pamela S. Darr 
Wheelersburg, Ohio 
Patricia L. Darr 
Wheelersburg, Ohio 
Darrell W. Davis 
New York Cit y, N. Y. 
Susan K. DeHart 
Morehead 
Michael D. Downs 
Ol ympia 
Linda S. Denton 
Owingsville 
Julie D. Dragoo 
Springfi eld , Ohio 
James A. Dillon 
Morehead 
Steven 1. Dungan 
Florence 
Judy L. Doan 
East Bernstadt 
Judy G. DUllon 
Paris 
Richard T. Dodd 
Duluth, Mich. 
Joe F. Dye 
Upper Sandusky, Ohio 
Joy L. Downs 
Ashland 






Gwen E. Eichelman 
Springfield , Ohio 
Albe rt J. Elg in , Jr. 
Winches ter, Va. 
Diana F. Elliott 
East McDowell 
M iehae l W. Elsasser 
Ci nc innati, Ohio 
Steven M. Engels 
Florence 
Janinc l. Fai rchild 
Fla twoods 
Robert H. Fan nin Jr. 
Olive Hill 
Rick l. Fardo 
Alexandria 




John S. Farmer 
Bowen 
Bonita R. Feese 
Libe rty 
Louis K. Ferrnate 
Florence 
Maggi E. Fields 
Whitesburg 
Prentice J. Fisher 
Paris 
Anita G. Flanne ry 
Ashland 
Kathleen S. Flinchum 
Dayton 
Cynthia A. Flische l 
Florence 
Danise A. Fortune 
Frankfort 
Diane H. Fox 
New Shrewsbury, N.J . 
• 
Mary L. Golden 
Cynthiana 
Cindy L. Goldsberry 
Kingston, Ohio 
Robert L. Goodman 
Pleasure Ridge Park 
Sharon L. Grannis 
Flemingsburg 
Diane L. Friedl 
Erlanger 
Barbara 1. Friedrich 
Cinc innati , Ohio 
Terry L. Friedrich 
Cincinnati , Ohio 
Twyla D. Froman 
Glendale 




Beverly L. Gaskill 
Dayton. Ohio 
Myra G. Gass 
Louisville 
lackie A. Gatliff 
Florence 






Brad P. Graper 
Crown Point, Ind. 
Dennis S. Gray 
Morning View 
Cary L. Griffith 
Springfield, Va. 
Linda M. Griffith 
Ashland 
Beverly F. Grooms 
West Union, Ohio 
Bobbie J. Grushon 
Jacksonville, Fla. 
Donald L. Gullion 
Waverly, Ohio 
Barbara M. Haarman 
Louisville 
Wendell W. Hale 
Frankfort 
Daniel L. Halfhill 
Alexandria 
Mauverine J. Hall 
Clearfield 
Pamela C. Hall 
Louisville 
Vernon J. Hall 
Neon 
Hershell P. Hamilton 
West Liberty 
Hoseann Hamilton 
Washington C.H., Ohio 




Charlotte T. Haney 
Stacy Fork 
Peggy L. Harre ll 
Morehead 
Ronald E. Harrell 
Middlesboro 
Anthon y T. Harris 
Dayton, Ohio 
Becky D. Hartshorn 
Winchester 
Deborah A. Haney 
West Liberty 
Rosemary A. Haney 
Morehead 
Holly K. Hannum 
Liniwood, N.J. 
Debra S. Hardin 
Morehead 
Barbara L. Hardy 
Flemingsburg 
Rick L. Hardy 
Grayson 
Helen L. Harman 
Gainesville. Ga. 






Candise D. Harwell 
Louisville 
Judy J. Hawley 
Louisville 
Peter J. Hawley 
Louisville 
Rachel L. Hawn 
Peebles, Ohio 
Audrey M. Hayes 
Amburgey 
James M. Hazlett 
Covington 
Michael W. Hellard 
Versailles 
Vicki L. Heminger 
Toledo, Ohio 
Diania D. Henderson 
Independence 




Deborah D. Herdman 
Fayetteville, Ohio 
Deborah A. Heyer 
Danville 
James M. Hilger 
Olive Hill 
Mary J. Hill 
West Liberty 
Steven E. Hill 
Flint, Mich. 
Donna L. Holbrook 
Ashland 
Jean H. Holton 
Decatur, Ohio 
Barry J. Hope 
Dayton, Ohio 
Cary L. Hopkins 
Belfry 
Roy 1. Horner 
Lexington 
Karen D. Hors ley 
Trinity 
Lisa C. Howard 
Ashland 
Patricia A. Howard 
Hindman 
Corby L. Howe 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Mark L. Hudson 
New Richmond, Ohio 
Rita J. Johnson 
Portsmouth, Ohio 
Larry L. Jordan 
Louisville 
Kathy L. Justice 
Ashland 
Debra K. Huff 
Louisville 
Cynthia G. Hughes 
Hopkinsville 
Shelley L. Hull 
Tollesboro 
Clifford S. Hunt 
Hardy 
Barbara A. Ison 
Premium 
Garry D. Jackson 
Louisville 
Deborah R. Jachnen 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Lana D. Harboe 
Pleasure Ridge Park 
Sharon S. Jenkins 
S!. Paris, Ohio 
Deborah K. Johnson 
South Williamson 
Linda C. Johnson 
Prestonsburg 






Norma S. Kidd 
Morehead 
Judy A. Kidwell 
Lexington 
Mark S. Kincaid 
Englewood, Ohio 
Margaret E. King 
Turkey Creek 
Sara A. Kirk 
West Union, Ohio 
Cassandra J. Kiser 
OliveHill 
Charles L. Klaber 
Elsmere 
Barbara A. Knepper 
Newport 
Mike W. Koewler 
Ripley, Ohio 
Lynn D. Kruse 
Woodville, Ohio 
Denise M. Kushner 
Georgetown 
Joan E. Lacy 
West Liberty 
Sherre H. Lacy 
West Libery 
Shirley K. Lakin 
Ashland 
Richard A. Kamer 
Quincy 




Cherry I L. Kaslewicz 
Duluth, Minn. 
Susan L. Kaufmann 
Clarendon Hills, III. 
Marvin R. Kennard 
Portsmouth, Ohio 
Lou J. Lawrence 
Crittenden 
Susan L. Leasure 
Gates Mills, Ohio 
Patricia J. Leek 
Hebron 
Bonnie I. Leibee 
Catlettsburg 
Robert K. Leonard 
Milford, Ohio 
Wayne G. Leslie 
Highland Hgts. 
Rose M. Livingston 
Louisville 




Carol A. Lowe 
Pikeville 
William P. Lowe 
Falls Church, Va. 




Ann E. Lyons 
South Shore 




Madeline J. Macy 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Deborah L. Maddix 
Olive Hill 
Phillip D. Maddox 
Campton 
Dee E. Mahne 
Loveland, Ohio 





Patricia M. Manning 
Frankfort 
Michae l R. Marriott 
Louisville 
Deborah Y. Marshall 
Starn ping Ground 
Glen E. Marshall 
Springfield . Ohio 
Drema K. Martin 
Mt. Sterling 




Ada J. Mason 
Pineville 
Gregory K. Mason 
Georgetown 
Jen ny L. Maynard 
Sou th Williamson 
Clarence B. McCoy 
Belfry 
Charles C. Miller 
Middlesboro 
Mike W. Miller 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Pamela M. Miller 
Fairdale 
David A. Mitchell 
Corbin 
Greg A. Mock 
Erlanger 
Dennis E. Moore 
Greenup 
Steven M. McFarland 
Port Jefferson Station, N.Y. 
Rita A. McGlone 
Grayson 
Jeffrey S. McKenzie 
Catlettsburg 
James E. Meachum 
Erlanger 
Anita L. Meade 
Ligon 
Jon K. Meinze 
Louisville 
Sandra L. Melvin 
Flatwoods 
Nancy A. Messmer 
Southgate 
Judy F. Metcalf 
Fairdale 
Diana L. Meyer 
Augusta 








Harold C. Moore 
Bowling Green 
Pamela D. Morehead 
Eminence 
Vikki L. Mosley 
Baxter 
Ronda J. Mullen 
Flatwoods 
Brenda C. Mullins 
Hindman 
Terry K. Mullins 
Hindman 
Donna S. Mynatt 
Crescent Springs 
David T. Nellipowitz 
Paintsville 
Katherine M. Nelson 
Florence 
Terry L. Newby 
Louisville 
Darrell C. Newcomb 
Louisville 
Sharon L. Newkirk 
Mt. Sterling 
Virginia L. Newman 
Washington C.H., Ohio 




Mike D. Noe 
Gallipolis, Ohio 
Carolyn S. Nolte 
Ashland 




Paula L. Orr 
Greenfield , Ohio 
Charles O. Pennington Jr 
Ashland . 
Constance L. Pennington 
Wilmington , Ohio 




Cynthia S. Peters 
Morehead 
Doug las R. Pie rce 
Valley Station 
Rick A. Ploor 
Miami , Fla. 
Ma ry L. Poloskey 
Whitesburg 
Debbie C. Poore 
Hodgenville 
Karen A. Powell 
Princeton, W. Va. 
George A. Osei 
Obo Ghana, Ghana 




Norma J. Parker 
Winchester 
Deborah S. Parsons 
Sandy Hook 
Bruce A. Peak 
Louisvil le 
Benny L. Peck 
Pomeroy ton 
Robert M. Pegg 
Ga ll ipolis, Ohio 
William M. Pegg 
Gallipolis, Ohio 













Mary L. Prewitt 
Louisville 




Marsha L. Purdom 
Frankfort 
Jane E. Queen 
Morehead 
Steven B. Quick 
Hazard 
Sam F. Rader 
Grove City 
Van G. Ramey 
Flat Gap 
Barbara J. Raney 
Hillsboro, Ohio 
Sue A. Rasor 
Wadsworth, Ohio 
Ramona G. Ratcliff 
Manchester, Ohio 
Timothy D. Ratcliff 
Manchester, Ohio 
Jackie J. Rayburn 
OliveHill 
William B. Rea 
Washington C.H., Ohio 
Garry V. Redmon 
Bloomfield 
Debbie C. Reed 
Burlington 
Gary D. Reed 
Langley 
Milford C. Reid, Jr. 
Louisville 
William R. Reid 
Hi-Hat 
Patrick L. Rhyan 
Columbus, Ohio 
John K. Rice 
Flemingsburg 
Vickie L. Riffe 
Ashland 
Diania B. Ring 
Georgetown, Ohio 
Pamela S. Rittenberry 
Bowling Green 
Deborah 1. Roby 
Cambridge, Ohio 
Carolyn J. Rochelle 
Jeffers town 
Regina P. Rohloff 
Pine Beach, N.J. 
1ennifer Rosselott 
Hillsboro, Ohio 
Curtis M. Rosser 
Maysville 
Kathryn A. Rouch 
Fairborn, Ohio 




Mickey 1. Rzymek 
Toledo, Ohio 
Dale E. Sandlin 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
James R. Sartin, Jr. 
Laura 
Carolyn A. Schaefer 
Elizabethtown 
Barbara C. Schnier 
Fl. Thomas 
Kathryn M. Seed 
Toledo, Ohio 
Gary W. Seibert 
Cincinnati, Ohio 




Paulette M. Sewell 
Florence 
Ernest P. Sharp 
Ashland 
Gail E. Shaw 
Xenia, Ohio 







Rebecca E. Shru m 
Grove City, Ohio 
Margaret L. Sigmon 
Haza rd 
Austin B. Silvernai l 
Pillsburgh, Pa. 
Sherry C. Skelton 
Shelbyville 
Kay K. Slade 
Cynthiana 
Steven L. Slade 
Miami Springs. Fla. 
Daniel V. Sleeper 
Norfolk, Va. 
Janet S. Slone 
Pippa Passes 
Con nie K. Shields 
Owingsville 
Will iam B. Shields 
Lawrencebu rg 
Peggy L. Shir re ll 
Frankfo rt 




Belly R. Smi th 
Louisville 
Kathy A. Smith 
Fern Creek 
Redith A. Smith 
Mousie 
Richard L. Smith 
Greenfield, Ohio 
Thomas G. Sorrell 
Ml. Sterling 
Deborah A. Spahr 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 
Janet F. Sparks 
Belfry 




William D. Spell 
Deland, Fla. 




Woodrow K. Stamper 
Garrison . 
Freshmen 
Timothy C. Stanforth 
Lynchburg, Ohio 
Gene L. Stapperfenne 
Covington 







Belinda F. Steele 
Malone 
Penny L. Steidle 
Cinci nnati, Ohio 
Cind y S. Stender 
Wheeling, W. Va. 
Charles M. Stephens 
Ashland 
Erma 1. Steppe 
Sa lt Lick 
Paul R. Stoke, 
Morehead 
Thomas A. Slott 
Glen Mill" Pa. 
Toni L. Stoul 
Xenia, Ohio 
A nnice L. Stratton 
Ivel 
Sondra Stra tton 
Pikeville 
Rae Lynn Strich 
Hebron 
Gregory K. Swinford 
Cynthiana 
Jud i Tac kett 
Fairborn . Ohio 
Barry C. Talc 





























Eugene J. Va rbella 
Loya ll 
Deborah L. Vice 
Carlisle 
Kathryn J. Wagar 
West Milton , Ohio 
Georgia A. Waldenmeye r 
Flo Thomas 
Gary F. Walker 
Erlanger 
Glenna K. Walker 
Oli ve Hill 
Diana Trent 
Campton 
Elizabeth A. Tvree 
Tiffin . Ohio . 




Thomas W. Walker 
Louisvi lle 
Richard W. Wallace 
Troy, Ohio 
Denise G. Walsh 
Dayton, Ohio 
Steven E. Warner 
Hopkinsville 




Gwenda S. Watts 
Whitesburg 
Roger D. Weaver 
London 
Robin L. Whaley 
Lexington 
Richelle J. Wheeler 
Sandy Hook 
Retha W. White 
Hindman 
Rebecca M. Widener 
Dublin, Ohio 
Stephen C. Wiley 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Laura E. Willett 
Morganfield 
Bonnie 1. Williams 
Virginia Beach, Va. 
Gregory A. Williams 
Louisville 
Sandi S. Williams 
Morehead 
Teresa L. Williams 
Lexington 
Victor R. Williams 
Birmingham, Ala. 






Charlie D. Wilson 
Louisville 




Billie A. Woods 
New Holland, Ohio 
Judy A. Woods 
Danville 
Donna H. Wright 
Dorton 
E. Darlene Wright 
Neon 
Jerri M. Young 
Owingsville 
Thomas R. Zeigler 
Maysville 
Donald H. Zenner 
Akron, Ohio 
Pamela A. Wright 
Dorton 
McNeil Wynn Jr. 
Louisville 
Gary R. Yaden 
London 
Gary S. Young 




Anderson, Elizabeth - 104 
Anderson, Elmer D. - 77 
Arnett, Mary - 126 
Arnett, Sherman - 77 
Atha, Dr. Daniel - 100 
B 
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Bizzel, Dr. Jack - 122 
Black, Jack -100 
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Boodry, Glen - 84 
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Booth, Louis - 107 
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Brown, Laradean - 100 
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from the editor • • • 
Like the old saying goes - What can I say? It's the end of a school year, the endiof a lot of hard work, and the end of the 1973 RACONT-
EUR. To say that it has been all fun would be crazy, but to say that it has been extremely hard would be ficitious. 
The staff (or should I say under-staffed) has worked to the best of their ability, and many times after other work requirements, to create what 
they have created. 
I have many people to thank and I would like to mention them all, but time nor space permits. So I'll say special thanks to Marty for the 
stacks of photography work that I piled on second semester, to Mike for the help he rendered first semester, to Joan who ran a lot of errands and 
did her share of typing for everyone, to Jan who kept things relatively quiet and did a great load of the work, to Gayle for giving her time when 
she had other responsibilities, to Sonny, our dear freshman, who took all the beating, and to Martin Huffman, our fearless advisor, who listened 
to all my gripes and ignored them like everyone should have. 
I hope that this book has in some way pleased everyone who has read and looked through its pages. We attempted to create a reflection of 
Morehead State University in the year 1973. We wanted to reflect the new as well as some of the old things that made this year unique. We 
wanted to reflect each one of you. 
I know that the year and the book will bring back the memories and the reflections of your college years. . . it did mine. 
Thanks again to my patient and faithful staff - at least we've all learned patience. 
Sincerely, 
Donna M. Tatman 
1973 RACONTEUR Editor 
